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Introduction.
Equational logic is a fragment of first-order logic. It
constitutes that part which deals exclusively with sentences in
the form of identities--the universal closure of equalities
between terms--and the classes of structures defined by'iden-
tities. Equational logic plays a special role in the metamathe-
matics of algebra since the classes of algebras of most inter-
est to algebraists are either axiomatical~y defined by identities
or are closely related to such a class. As examples we have the
class of semigroups defined by the associative law x·(y·z) ~ (x·y);z
and the class of commutative semlgroups defined by the associative
law together with the commutative law IX·y ~ y·x.
Groups are also defined by equations but one must be careful
here. Groups are usually presented as semigroups in which there
exists a two-sided identity element and a two-sided inverse for
every element. When these axioms are formalized we get, in addition
to the associative law,
:lxVy[x'y .. Y "y'x .. x " ~z(z·y .. x "y'z .. x)).





that there exists no set of identities logically equivalent to
it together with the associative law. Indeed, considered as a
special class of sernigroups the class of groups is not even a
universal class since it is not closed under the formation of
5ubalgebras. (The semigroup of natural numbers is a subalgebra
of the group of integers but it does not form a group.) However
and a,operations--binary composition, . ,
when we conceive of groups as algebras with three fundamental
-1
unary inverse,
distinguished element (or o-aryoperation), e,--then the axioms
become
-1
e·x ~ x, x·e ~ x, x·x ~ e
together with the associative law; so groups in this second
conception form an equational class. Algebraists do not generally
bother to distinguish between these two conceptions of a group,
but we see already that for metamathematical considerations the
distinction is important.
Many other conceptions of a group are familiar to algebraists:
as algebras with composition and inverse as the only fundamental
operations, as algebras with the single operation of division
(either right- or left-hand division). In all these conceptions
the class of groups forms an equational class; for example, the
following single equational found by Higman-Neuman (52] proves
-3-
to be sufficient to define the class of all groups with right-
hand division as the only fundamental operation.
x: « «x:x) :y) :z) : « (x:x) :x) :z» .. y.
From the above discussion we see that the presumably well
defined notion of group, when looked at closely from a metamathe-
matical point of view, ramifies into many different notions.
This leads to the problem of defining exactly what a group i8.
This particular problem, which finds a solution in the general
theory of definitional equivalence discussed in the last part of
Chapter 1, can be thought of as fairly typical of the type of
problems considered in an important part of equational logic.
The class of rings is equational defined if we choose the
right fundamental operations, and, as in the case of groups,
there are many different conceptions of rings. The class of
modules over some fixed ring ~ also forms an equational class
but in this case we have to consider an infinite number of
fundamental operations (if the ring is infinite). Let + and
denote the Abelian group operations of addition and additive
inverse in the module. Then for each element r of ~ let
Or denote the operation of scalar multiplication by r. Then
an algebra is a left m-module iff it satisfi~s the equational
axioms for an Abelian group together with all of Lhe following
-4-
identities:
o ° (x) "Ot(x)
r s
o (xl + 0 (x) ,,0 (xl
r s t
o (x+yl " 0 x + 0 Y
r r r
for all r,s,t e R
such that t = r·s
for all r,B,t e R
such that t = r+s
for all r € R.
Using this same idea many other important classes of algebras
become equationally defined; e.g., linear algebras, Lie algebras,
etc.
Boolean algebras form an important equational class and
throughout the first third of the century much research was done,
on finding simple axioms for them; cf. Birkhoff [67], p.44 for
references. The following system is due to Huntington and appears
in loco cit.
xVy ~ yVx
xV (yVz) " (xVy)vz
(x' vy)' v(x'Vy') I ~ X.
(The axiom system actually given in loco cit. involves both
join and meet but one of the axioms is in the form of a definition
of join in terms of meet and complementation; thus meet can be
eliminated on the basis of this definition to give the system
of equations listed above.) There is an interesting open problem
-5-
in connection with this particular Bet of axioms. Can the
third axiom be replaced by the axiom
«xVy) 'v(xVy') ')' .. x?
This problem originates with Herbert Robbins. It is known only
that every finite algebra which satisfie~ this axiom, together
with the commutative and associative laws, is a Boolean algebra.
It seems to be generally agreed that the general theory of
algebras, as a fully conceived mathematical discipline, began in
1935 with the paper Birkhoff [35]. Equational logic in its
broadest conception as a part of 'the general theory of algebras
was born in the same paper. Birkhoff proves two theorems: a
completeness theorem for equational logic which is entirely
analgoll5 to the GOdel completeness theorem for first-order logic,
and a characterization theorem which provides a purely algebraic
characterization for equational classes. The first part of
Chapter 1 of this paper is devoted to a discussion of these two
theorems and related results.
Although it is impossible to make the separation complete,
recent research in equational logic can be roughly divided along
four lines: (I) the study of the structure of lattices of
equational thnories; (II) investigations relating to the
cardinality of axiom systems for equational theories; (III) decision
-6-
problems; (IV) model theory. Furthermore, there is a more or
less natural dichotomy of each of these areas corresponding
to whether one is interested mainly in results of a general
character or in results applying to various special kinds of
algebras. The kinds of algebras whose equational metatheory
has been studied in any detail are sernigroups, lattices, and
groups, and to a lesser extent rings, loops, quasigroups and
some other algebras with an underlying group structure. In
Chapters 2--5 we shall discuss each of the topics (I)--(IV),
respectively. We will concentrate on the general theory but
will discuss as many of the special results as possible while
emphasizing open problems.
As the finally part of this introduction we mention some
general references to equational logic and related subjects.
For the general theory of algebras the following books are
recommended: cohn. (65], Gratzer (68], Henkin-Monk-Tarski (71],
Jonsson (72), Mal'cev (71], and Pierce (68]. All of these works
include some discussion of general results of equational logic;
Gratzer's and cohn's books are probably most comprehensive in
this regard. Mal'cev's is a collection of papers while the
others are in the form of textbooks or monographs.
The only reference for equational logic in general now
available is the survey paper Tarski (68] where results in the
-7-
areas (II) and (III) of a primarily general character are
discussed. For results applying to the special algebras see
the survey papers Evans [71a] for semigroups and B. H. Neumann [67]
for groups; for more comprehensive treatments see the book
H. Neumann [67] for groups and the paper Osborn [72] for other
algebras with an underlying group structure.
Chapter 1. The general theory.
As was mentioned in the introduction equational logic is
a fragment of first-order logic and consequently many of the
basic notions and fundamental results of the latter automatically
apply to the former. For example, the notion of an equation E
being formally derivable from a set r of equations certainly
has meaning as does the companion notion of E being true in
every model of r, i.e., a logical consequence of r. Moreover,
from the completeness theorem of first-order logic we immediately
see that these two notions are the same in extension. In view
of the special character of equations, however, one would expect
that for the purpose of obtaining just the logical consequences
of r in the form of equations a much simpler deductive apparatus
than that required for the full predicate logic would SUffice,
and this is indeed the case.
Actually, it proves most convenient to develop even the
(2) (2) (2)0 0 ,°1 ,°2 , ••• , ••••
sequence of operation symbols for each rank:
-8-
basic parts of equational logic independently of first-order
theory. However it is helpful throughout this development to
always keep the first-order case in mind--to emphasize the
parallelism and to point out both similarities and differences.
section 1.1. Syntax
As in the first-order case one builds the language of equational
logic by choosing an alphabet and describing formation rules by
means 6£ which the well-formed formulas of the lan9uage~ the
equations, are inductively defined.
The alphabet includes a fixed infinite sequence of distinct
variable symbols: vO,v1 ,v2 '····. There is only one logical
constant: the binary predicate symbol ~ denoting equality.
For non-logical constants the alphabet includes a doubly infinite
0(0) 0(0) 0(0) •••
0'1'2' J
Thus o(A) is the
"~-th symbol in the fixed infinite sequence of operation symbols
of rank A. Operation symbols of rank 0 are also called
constant symbols.
There are no non-logical relation symbols or symbols for
Boolean connectives. There are also no quantifier symbols; the
universal quantifier prefix of identities becomes superflous when
these are the only sentences under consideration. Notice that
-9-
this formalizes a convention that is common in al9'ebra.
We use as syntactic variables
ranging over individual variable symbols; by convention they shall
be assumed to denote distinct variable symbols in any given
context--unless indicated otherwise. We also use P, QJ R, 5, PI' 01' .•.
to denote operation symbols and a convention similar to the one
described above for variaQlesshall apply. When the rank of the
represented operation symbol is clear from context .it will not
be explicitly mentioned.
An expression is any finite sequence of letters of the
alphabet. Expressions of, length 1 are usually identified with
the unique letter in the.range; thus (P) and P and (x) and
x are identified. The set of terms is defined to be the smallest
set T of expressions such that (i) vET for every )L < wi
"(ii) whenever 'fO,···,'I').,_l E T, then T also contains the
t t ' fth 1 (O~,,», th'conca ena ~on 0 e).,+ sequences I\, '1'0'···' 'f)._l; 1S
sequence is written
Alphabet symbols and terms are often referred to respectively as
letters and words; this is especially true when dealing with groups.
There is a simple algorithm for testing when an expression
is a term. Lei: 'f be an' arbitrary expression and let
-10-
be all the operation symbols occurring in ~ where a symbol
is counted each time it occurs in f. Let
= L: < (, -1)
v " v
Let 1~ equal the number of occurrences in f of variable
symbols and operation symbols of rank O.
Theorem 1.1.1. Let f be any expression. Then a necessary
and sufficient condition for T to be a term is that ~1 + 1 = $1
and cpa ~ *a for every proper initial segment a of '1'.
A proof of this theorem can be found in Rosenbloom [50].
It has many interesting consequences. For example, no proper
initial or terminal segment of a term can be a term. Also, for
any expression a there exist (possibly empty) expressions PI~
such that paw is a term. As another consequence of the theorem
we have that, for each term 'I' that is not a variable or constant
symbol, there exists a unique operation symbol and a unique
sequence of terms such that
( ,)
'1'=0 0 000 0 •
x. 0 A-I'
thus an arbitrary term can be parsed in one and only one way.
Moreover, if
-11-
T = Ocr '·"0 is any term ando ,-1 p any proper
subterm of ~ (i.e., ~ = ~pC for some pair· of expressions
rr, ~ not both of which are empty), then p IIDlst be a subterm of
one of the (J
"We are using the stmpler Polish nota~ion for constructing
terms (i.e., all operation symbols are prefixed and parentheses
are eliminated). However, in certain cases, especially when we
are dealing with some special kind of algebras such as groups for
which there is a standard notation, we will often write binary
operation symbols as infixed. Also, in certain situations when
we are dealing. with a complicated term and want to clarify its
structure we shall represent it by its parsing tree. For example,
if Q is a binary operation symbol, then the same term can be
represented in anyone of the following three ways:
QQxyz, (xQy) Oz, ~o.-./....... z
x Y
Also, within a term stings of consecutive occurrences of the same
symbol are abbreviated using exponents. f.or example OQQxxxy can
be written 3 3o x y.
An equation is any expression of the form ~ Ta where f
and a are terms. we shall always write equations in the form
f ~ a. The set of all variables, terms, and equations are denoted
by va, Te, and Eq, respectively. Usually we will want to
-12-
consider not the entire language but Borne fragment of it
determined by an arbitrary subset I of operation symbols; it
is obvious how this sublanguage is defined. The set I is
called the~ of the language and the corresponding sets of
terms and equations are denoted by Tel and Eqla. Any equation
of the form ~ ~ ~ is called a tautology and Tar denotes the
set of all tautologies of type I. In a context in which the
particular type I is either understood or of no consequence
we simply write Te, Eq, and Ta for Tel; EqI' and Tal'
respectively; a similar remark applies to other notation introduced
below.
Section 1.2. Semantics
We will express the fact f is a function from A into B
by writing f: A -) B; we write f: A )-) Band f: A -» B when
f is respectively one-one and onto.
syste~ ~f sets we let
If (A: m € M) is any
m
Pm€~m = [f: f: M -) Lk€~m' fm € Am for each m € M)
be the cartesian product. The set of all functions from A
into B is written A ..B; th1s 1S also called the A'th cartesian
power of B. For any ordinal ~, ~A is then the set of all
~-termed sequences of elements of A. By an operation on A we
mean any function f: ~A -) A
the rank of f. Notice that
on A of rank ~.
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where ~ is an ordinal called
~A
A is the set of all operations
Let I be any set of operation symbols. Bv an algebra
of type I we mean any structure
11 = (A Q (11) )
, QeI
where A is a non-empty set and Q(~) is an operation on A
with same rank as Q. The superscript (1I) on is usually
suppressed when the algebra m is clear from context. capital
German letters are used to represent algebras and the corresponding
capital latin letter the universe, or carrier, of the algebra.
For algebras m and ~ of the same type we write ~ £ m
if W is a subalgebra of 0. The universe of a subalgebra of
m is called a subuniversej thus a sUbuniverse of m is any
set A c B that is closed under all the fundamental operations
•
of m. To express the fact that h is a homomorphism from ~
into ~ we write h: ~ -) ~; if h is onto then 2 is a
homomorphic image of m. If (~: m e M) is any syBtem of
m
algebras of the same type I, then by the cartesian product, in
symbols P Mm, we mean the algebra
me m
ill of type I with universe
P A such that
meM m
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for all Q € I, fO,···,fl€P~J and m € M. If II = II
, x.- mE In m
for each m € M, then P II is called the M' th Cartesian
mEM M
power of II and its universe is ~. it is also written Mil •,
Let E be an equation of type I and II any algebra of
type 1. II is said to be a model of E, or E is said to be
identically satisfied or to hold in ~J or e is said to be an
identity or a law of m, if m is a model of the universal closure
of E in the sense of predicate logic. In symbols,
II 1= E.
This definition can be re-formulated in a way that
emphasizes its algebraic character. By the term algebra of
~ I we mean the algebra
whose universe is the set of terms of type I and whose operations
are the obvious ones: for any Q E I of rank R and any K
terms
The term algebra has the property that given any algebra ~
of type I and any function f: Va -> A from the set of variables
into the universe of ~J there exists a unique homomorphism
h: ~I -) ax such that h extends f. (To see that such an h
-15-
exists, think of f as a subset of the cartesian product
Terx A and let h be the subuniverse of the cartesian product
~IX ~ that is generated by f. Then it is easy to see that h
has all the properties of a homomorphism from xmI into ~
except possibly the property of being a function. However the
fact that a term can be parsed in only one way is exactly the
property needed guarantee that h is a function.)
Given any equation E and algebra if of type I, we
can alternatively define m t= E to mean that, for every homomorphism
h: :trn -) m, hE = hE where E ~ and E
r
are the left- and
I t r ~
right-hand terms of E, respectively_ Thus we have two definitions
of the notion of model and in view of the basic property of the
term algebra described in the previous paragraph it is clear that
these definitions are equivalent; even more, they really are the
same definition looked at in two different ways, one from the more
traditional viewpoint of logic, and the other from a purely
algebraic point of view. This division of view points (if not
of content) exists throughout the entire subsequent discussion,
although even this distinction begins to fade as the trend toward
algebraization in logic gains momentum.
The term algebra can also be used to give a very satisfactory
algebraic chardcterication of the fundamental syntactical operation
of substitutior!.. Let cp: Va -) Tel be any assignment of terms
-16-
to variables. Then by the basic property of the term alge~ra
~ can be uniquely extended to an endomorphism of zmI denoted
by su ; conversely, an endomorphism of
'l>
:unI
is of the form
su for some assignment of terms to variables. For any term
'l>
T, SU T is just the term obtained from T by substituting for
'l>
each occurrence of a yariable x the term ~ assigned to it.
Thus the familiar and important syntactical operations associated
with substituting terms for variables can be characterized simply
as the endornorphisrns of the term algebra. A term a is a
substitution instance of 'T if a = SU~'T for some ~: Va -> Tel'
For any r £. EqI define
Mor = {m: m algebra of type I, m 1= E for every E € n·
Mor is called the model class of r. For any class K of
algebras of type I
ThK = {E: E € EqI' m 1= E for each m € KJ.
ThK is called the (equational) theory of K; by an eguational
class, or a variety or a primitive class, we mean the model class
of some set r of equations. By an (eguational) theory we mean
the theory of some class of algebras. For any and
E is a conseguence of r, in symbols ~... 1= E, if
E € ThMor. Notice that E is a consequence of r just in
-17-
case it is one in the sense of first-order logic. Thus an
equational class is a special kind of elementary class. Observe
also that an equational theory can be alternatively characterized
in any of the following ways: (i) as the theory of some variety;
(ii) as a set of equations closed under consequence; (iii) as a
set of all consequences of some set r of equations; (iv) as the
equational part of some first-order theory axiomatized by identities
exclusively.
The sets Tar and Eqr are the smallest and largest
theories, respectively; they are also referred to as the
tr·ivial and inconsistent theories. An algebra with a single
binary operation is called a groupoid; any theory of a type
of a single binary operation symbol is called a theory of qroupoids.
A base for a theory e is any set r of equations such
that e = ThMor; in this case we also say that r generates e.
For any cardinal a e is a-based if e has at least one base
of cardinality a; e is finitely-based if it is ~-based for
some K < w. As opposed to the situation in first-order logic
an equational theory can be finitely based without being I-based;
in fact for each x < w theories of groupo ids can be.found
that are (K+l)-based but not K-based. Questions concerning
the cardinality of bases for equational theories are considered
in Chapter 3.
-18-
Section 1.3~ Derivability and the completeness theorem of Birkhoff.
We now describe a deductive system for equational logic.
There are two inference rules:
Substitution: E is directly derivable from 6 by substi-
tution if E = su {)
cp
for some cp: Va -) Tel.
For any equation 6 ~ (6 ~ 6 ), by
L r
SU 6 we mean
cp
su 6 ~ su {) ; other syntatical transformations of terms which
cpL cpr
we shall consider are automatically extended to equations in
the same way.
Replacement: E is directly derivable from y and 6 by
replacement if one of the two sides of 6, say 6 t , occurs as a
subterm of a side of y, and E is the result of replacing
this occurrence of 6 L by 6 .r
Logical axioms: The single tautology V o RlVO. Given any
set of non-logical axioms r C Eqr a derivation from r is a
finite sequence such that each is either
the logical axiom, a member of f, or is directly derivable from
earlier equations in the sequence by one of the two rules of
inference. Finally an equation E is derivable from f J in
symbols f r ~J if there exists a derivation from r whose last
member is E. As in the first-order case this sy::;tem can be
modified by eliminating the substitution rule and replacing each
-19-
ax~om (logical and non-logical) by its corresponding axiom schema,
that is, the set of all its substitution instances.
For any set I' c Eq we let
- I
If the type is clear from context we write 8 [I']
~
for .!!I [I'] ;
if 8[EO,···,E 1]~ R- for 8 [I'] .~ A
pair of terms ~,a are called r-equivalent, in symbols T ~ 0I' '
if T R:I a € e[r];
~
E is f-derivable from A cEq
- I if
E ~ 8[r U 6] j finally two sets 6,6 1 of equations are f-inter-
~
derivable if 8[I' U AJ = 8[r U A'].
~ ~
The following theorem is the completeness theorem of
equational logic that was first proved by Birkhoff [35].
Theorem 1.3.1. For any type I and any
r t- E iff r /= E.
r c Eq and
- I
We shall outline the proof. We begin by describing a second
deductive system which turns out however to generate the same
relation of derivability. There are four rules of inference.
Transitivity: the equation cr ~ T is direc~ly derivable
from the two equations cr ~ p and p ~ T.
-20-
Symmetry: the equation a ~ T is directly derivable from
from the equation T ~ a.
Equality: . 1 d . 1 f 6(0),6(1), ..• ,6(K-1)E is d1rect y er1vab e rom
if there is a operation symbol Q of rank 'X. such that
••• 6(K-1)
t and Er
= Q6 (0) 6 (1) .•• 6 (K-1) .
r r r
Substitution: same as in the first system.
Also, as in the first system, V
o
R:lV O is the only logical
axiom, and the notions of a derivation from rand E being
derivable from r are defined in the same way. It is now an
easy matter to show that E is derivable for r in the second
system just' J..n case it is derivable in the first system.
We now turn to the proof of the completeness theorem.
Consider any r c Eq and E E EqI'
- I It J..5 easy to prove by
induction on the length of the derivation that r r E implies
r F E. For the implication in the opposite direction assume that
rl" E, i.e., Ei S[I'].
~
We have just seen that can be
characterized as the smallest set of equations that includes r
and the tautology vO~vO and is closed under the transitivity,
symmetry, equality, and substitution rules. Let us identify
8[rJ with the set of all ordered pairs of terms (0,1) such
~
tha t the equat:ion a '" T E S[I']; thus S[I']
~ ~
can be thought of
as a binary relation on the universe of the term algebra. Since
containH and is closed under substitution it is
-21-
(as a relation) relexive, and since it is closed under the
transitivity and symmetry rules, it is an equivalence relation.
Moreover closure under the equality rule implies that
is an congruence relation on the term algebra. Finally closure
under the substitution rule guarantees that is a congruence
relation invariant under all endornorphisms of ~I; such a
congruence relation is called completely invariant in analogy
with the notion of a completely invariant normal subgroup of a
group. Now consider the quotient algebra xmI/~[r]; since ~[r]
contains r and is completely invariant it is not hard to see
that ~ Is[r] is a model of r; on the other hand, since
I ~
E i ~[r) by assumption, %mI/~[r) is not a model of E. Thus
r ~ E and the proof of the completeness theorem is finished.
Some interesting facts corne out of this proof. First of
all we obtain a new, purely algebraic characterization of equational
theories as completely invariant congruence relations on the
term algebra; this is especially useful in the study of the
structure of the lattice of equational theories which is done
in Chapter 2. Secondly, the model ~I/~[r] of r constructed
-in the proof was seen to fail- to be a model of every E which
is not a consequence of r. Therefore, the theory generated by
r, and hence nvery theory, is the theory of a single model.
Here we see the first point of real contrast between equational
-22-
logic and first-order logic; in the latter, theories of single
models are very special.
The quotient mn/,.@[r] is always denumerable unless
~[r] = Eqr' The inconsistent theory Eqr of all equations has
only trivial, i-element models, but we see that every consistent
theory has a denumerable model, in fact, it is the theory of
some denumerable algebra. Thus in equational logLc the Lowenheim-
Skolem theorem assumes a very strong form.
The quotient algebra l:ffi!~ [rJ is a free algebra over
--
the model class of r and is freely generated by the equivalence
classes of variables VO/[f], vI/[r] , .... This particular
construction of the free algebra is an almost direct algebraic
paraphasing of an essentially metarnathematical construction:
in this latter construction the free algebra over a class K
of algebras ~s defined as one generated by a set of elements
among which no relations are satisfied that are not identically
satisfied in all algebras of K. Historically free algebras,
in particular, free groups, where first constructed in this way,
although the true rnetamathematical nature of the construction
was apparently not perceived. Later on the more familar
characterization of free algebras by means of the universal
mapping property came in vogue. It is not difficult to see however
that these two definitions lead to the same algeb~a.
-23-
For any theory 8 of type I, mm~e is called the free
alqebra~ 8 (with w free generators) and is denoted by
Ijr t. For any class K of algebras the free algebra~ K,
w
in symbols ~ K, is defined to be the free algebra over ThK.
w
Let K be any class of algebras of type I. For each equation
E I ThK there exists by definition of ThK an algebra 2J
E
E K
and a homomorphism f E: zmI -> 2JE
the Cartesian product
such that consider
For each E let
III = P !II
EEEqI ...... ThK E.
P E be the projection of B onto and let
h be the unique homomorphism from ~I onto $ such that
P oh = f
E
for each E E EqI ~ThK. Clearly ThK is the congruenc~E
relation on ::onI induced by h. Hence 1jr K = ::on/ThK isw
-
isomorphic to a subalgebra of Ill. Thus for every class K,
~r K can be represented isomorp~ically as a subalgebra of a
w
Cartesian product of a system of algebras of K.
As a final comment on the completeness theorem we remark
that it can be obtained as corollary of various classical results
of first-order logic. For example applying Herbrand's Theorem
one can easily deduce that whenever r F E there exists a




Section 1.4. The characterization of varieties.
The completeness theorem of Birkhoff can be thought of as




The second major theorem of Birkhoff [35] is in a sense the dual
result; it provides a purely algebraic characterization of the
class MoThK for any class K of algebras.
Given any class K of algebras (of the same type) we take
H(K) and S(K) to be respectively the classes of all homomorphic
images of members of K and all algebras isomorphic to sUbalgebras
of members of K. P (K) is the class of all algebras isomorphic
to a cartesian product of an arbitrary system of algebras in K.
We write H~ for H{~J and S~ for S{WJ.
Theorem 1.4.1. For any class K Qf algebras.
MoThK = HSP (K) •
It is not difficult to shQW HSP(K) ~MQThK. For the
inclusiQn in the opposite direction consider any mE MoTh~.
The class ESP (K) is closed under each of the operations
H, S, and P so in order tQ prove m€ HSP(K) it suffices tQ
-25-
prove that m E O(K} where Q is some sequence of the H, S,
and P.
It is well known that m can be isornorphically represented
a~ an ultraproduct, and thus as a homomorphic image of a Cartesian
product, of the £initely generated subalgebras of ~. Hence we
may assume that m is finitely generated. Then m is a homomorphic
image of or K. But we have seen that or K e SP (K)
IJJ IJJ
11 E HSP (K) •
50 that
As an immediate corollary of this result we get that K is
a variety just in case it is closed under the formation of homo-
morphic images, 5ubalgebras, and arbitrary cartesian products.
There is a corresponding characterization theorem for
--
elementary classes due to H. J. Keisler and it is interesting
to observe the similarity between their proofs.
For any class K of similar relational structures let
UpK be the class of all structures isomorphic to an ultraproduct
of an arbitrary system of structures in K. Let SpK be the
class of all structures m such that some ultrapower of m is
isomorphic to an ultrapower of a structure in K. Then using
the generalized continuum hypothesis (qc~) Keisler [61) showed
that, for any class K of structures, SpUpK is the elementary
class generate~d by 1<:, and later Shelah [71] showE,d how the
assumption of the QC~ may be eliminated.
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There is an interesting parallel between the proof of
this result and that of Birkhoff. Let m be an arbitrary
structure in the elementary class generated by K. By a canstruc-
tion quite analogous to that used in the familiar proof of the
compactness theorem via ultraproducts one obtains an ultraproduct
m of members of K such that m is elementarily equivalent to
~. By a result of Keisler [61] ~ and m have isomorphic ultra-
'.
powers. Thus m E spm and hence m € SpUpK.
The ultraproduct m in this proof plays roughly the same
role as the free algebra or K played in the proof of Birkhoff' 5
w
theorem. In many other respects free algebras and ultraproducts
play parallel roles.
Section 1.5. Definitional equivalence of theories
The notion of interpreting one equational theory in
another is completely analgous to the corresponding notion of
first-order logic. Roughly speaking an interpretation of a theory
6 1n a theory ~ is given by defining the fundamental operations
of a in terms of the fundamental operations of ~ 1n such a
way that an equation E' is a law of e just in case the equation
E' obtained from E by replacing each operation of E by
the term defL'ling it is a law of ~. To make thi~, notion
precise requires a precise definition of the syntQctical trans-
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formation that takes E to E'.
Let I and J be arbitrary types. By a possible definition
of I in J we mean any function p: I -) Te
J
such that, for
every Q E I of positive rank ~,the variables actually occurring
in pO are included among the first K variables V,Vl,···,V 1o R-
in the natural sequence of variables; in case rank Q = 0, pO is
either a constant term, that is, contains no variables, or contains
only the variable v O. With any possible definition p we
associate a certain syntactical transformation Tel to Te
J
It is defined byp; in symbols el .
p
induction on the length of terms by the conditions: el v = v
p A A
called elimination by
for each A < w, el Q = pO for each Q E I of. rank 0, and
p ~
el QT··· "I' = au pOp 0 R-l 'll
A ~ K isforv A'll at
"I' ···T E Te whereOJ K-I I
(Notice that since p is a
for each Q E I of rank K > 0 and all
MV = el 'T for each A < it.~ A p A
possible definition the value of
irrelevant. )
For example let I = {Q,P J where Q and P are of rank
3 and 0, respectively. Let J = {R,SJ with R, S of rank





Let p be any possible definition of I in J. By the
constant set of p, in symbols (1 , we mean the set of all equations
~p
pO ~ (pQ)' where Q E I, rank Q = 0, pO is not a constant
term, and (pQ)' is the result of substituting VI for each
occurrence of in pO. It is easy to prove by induction
on the length of terms that, for any ~: Va -) Tel and a E Tel'
(0) e1 su a
p 'll
=' su e1 cr.(1 e1 OM p
"'"'p P ".
We are now in a position to define precisely the notions of
interpretation and definitional equivalence with regard to theories.
Let I and J be any types and i a theory of type J.
A possible definition p of I in J is called a definition
of I in 2 if
We have immediately
(1) e1 su a :=
p 'll •
su 1 e1 cr.
e oct) Pp
whenever p is a definition of I in ., 'll: Va -) Tel' and
IT E Te .I
The elimination function e1 : Te -) Te is called anp I J
interpretation of e in ~ if p is a definition of I in
~ and, for each (J R:l '!' e: Eqr J (J R:l 'T e: e iff el (J R:l el 'i E I.
r p
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Let p and ~ be definitions of I in ~ and J in S,
respectively. 8 and ~ are definitionallv equivalent EY P
TT, in symbols
hold:
I if all the following conditions
(2) a ~ T E 8 implies el a ~ el T E ~ for each a ~ T E Eqr jp p
(3 ) a ~ T E ~ implies el a ~ el T E 8 for each a ~ T E EqJ j
". Tr
(4) Qv .•. v ~ el".pQ E 8 for every Q E I of rank ";o ,,-1
(5 ) Pv ···v ~ e1 rrP E 8 for every P E J of rank )..o ).-1 p
Example. ( . ,-1 ,e 1 and be the theory ofLet I = 8 groups
with composition, inverse, and the identity as fundamental
operations. Let J = (: ) and ~ be the theory of groups with
right-hand division as the only fundamental operation. Let
let
of I in i since vO:v
O
~ v1:v1 € t. It is well known that
conditions (2) and (3) hold and (3) and (4) are easy to check.
For example
-1 -1 -1
=v.«v.v )·v )001 1 '
but of course
groups.
is a law of
Theorem 1.5.1. Let e and t be theories of type I and
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J, respectively, p a definition of I .!!!. '=' , ~ 'IT" a
8. Consider any a ~ ~ € EqJ" If 0 ~ ~ € i, then
el a SId el 'I' E 8 by (3). Now assume that el a F:l' el "I' E 8i~ Tr Tr Tr
then
(6 ) el el a ::>:j el el "l' E il!? 'IT" P 7f
by (2). We now prove by induction of the length of a that
for eachTake
el el a == el rrP :;: a
p 7r P t
a == PTO···'T>.._l"
is of rank 0, thenand P
Finally, let
a==PEI
el el a ~ 0 E~. This is obviously true if a E Va. If
p 7r
by (5).
1<. <).. Then we have
e1 e1
7r
0 = e1 su 7rP
P P e1 0cp7r




~ su e1 7rP
• cp
p
~. su Pv .··vcp 0 A-1
= o.
by (1) with
cp == e1"ITo~ and a = rrF
by induction hypothesi
by (5).




Combining this with (6 ) we get a ~ T • ~. Thus e1 is an7r .'
interpretation of ~ in e.
We observe that conditions (2) and (3) , and even the
stronger conditions that e and ~ be interpretable one in
e1 and e1 , are not in themselves sufficient
p lr
for e = ~. For instance, let QJ P, and R all be binary
p, lr
operation symbols; let I = {O} and J = (P,R). Let
6 = Tar (= ('1' ~ '1': '1' E Tel})' Similarly, let f! = TaJ " e is
clearly interpretable in i and, if we define w so that
lrP and rrR.- QvOQv1vO'
~hen it is easy to see that e1lr is an interpretation of
in S; in fact using the rather obvious fact that no substitution
instance of rrP can equal a substitution instance of rrR one
can prove by induction on the number of occurrences of p and
R in cr E TeJ that, for any
'T' E Te
J
, e1 a = e1 '1' iff
7r 7r
a = '1".
On the other hand, 8 and t cannot be definitionally equivalent
since it is obvious that condition (5) can hold for no definitions
We shall discuss another characterization of definitional
equivalence which proves to be useful in theoretical considerations.
It involves the important notion of an extension oE a theory.
Let 8 and i be theories of type I and J, respectively. --
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G is called a generalized extension of t if I ~ J and
6 ~~. We distinguish several kinds of generalized extensions:
8 is called a conservative extension or an expansion if
6 n EqJ = l; a is a (simple) extension, and t is a 5ubtheory
of 6, if I = J. If e is an extension of iI!, a set r of
equations such that 8 = 8 [ip u r]
~
is called a base for 8
relative to ~,or a ~-base for 8; we shall often write
8.[r) = 8[0 U r).
~. ~
Finally, B is a definitional extension of t if it is
a conservative extension and there exists a definition p of
I such that pP = PVO",v 1.-1
for each P E J and
Qv ... v ~pQ€8o x-1
for each Q E I "V J; in this event 8 is called a definitional
extension of 0 EY p. It is easy to prove by induction on the
length of a that ~l a is s-equivalent to a for eachp
a E Te r , Hence,
since 8 is a conservative extension of 0,
we conclude immediately that
in ~ and, furthermore, that
el is an interpretation of 8
p
8 and ~ are actually definitionally
equivalent by p, rr where rrP = Pv ... vo 1.-1 for each
P € J.
suppose ~ow that I and J are arbitrary types, that 8
and ware theories of type I and J, respectively, and that
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there exists a theory ~ that is at the same time a definitional
extension of both 6 and Ii we may assume that Y is of type
I U J. Let ~ and ~ be the possible definitions of I U J
in I and J, respectively, that establish V as a definitional
extension of e and i. Define p to be the restriction of
~ to I and ~ the restriction of ~ to J. The equations
el a ~ a and el ~ ~ ~ are contained in ~ for each cr E Tel
p 11"
and ~ E Te
J
, and Y is a conservative extension of both e
and ~. Hence we conclude immediately that conditions (2}--{5)
hold. Thus the existence of a common definitional extension
of G and ~ implies their definitional equivalence. The
converse also holds, at least in the case that the types are
disjoint. Assume that 8 = I and I n J = O. Then usingp,11"
the conditions (2)--(5) it is easy to show that
and thus that
of e and i.
is a common definitional extension
In order to fully characterize the notion of definitional
equivalence in terms of that of extension we must consider the
relation of i~ornorphism between theories.
Let 6,~ be theories of type I,J. An interpretation
-34-
el of 8 >n t is called an isomor.phism
if for each 0 < I
P
there exists a P < J of the same rank R
such that
pO = Pv ···v and every P < J occurs
in this way. In this
o x-I'
case 8 and t are said to be isomorphic.
Isomorphic theories
are clearly definitionally equivalent and it should
now be
obvious that arbitrary theories e and ~ are definitional~y
equivalent just in case there exist theories 6' ,Wi isomorphic
respectively to e,~ such that 6' and i' have a common
definitional extension.
We now discuss how a given base for 8 can be transformed
into a base for ~ when the two theories are definitionally
equivalent.
Theorem 1.5.2. Let 8 and t be theories of type
I and
J, respectively. and let p ~ 7r be definitions of I in t
and J in 8. Assume 8 ~ t and r is a base
for 8. Then:
p,7r
(i) •= 8[el:ru.Qp U (pvO",v R_ 1 '"
el 7rP: P < J)l;
P
(ii) if 8 ~s a definitional extension of t :eY p, then
t = 8[el*rU.Q ]
p p
We first prove (ii). Observe that el E = E for everyp
E E Eqr since pP = Pv •.. v for each P E J.o ).-1
consider any
E E ~ and let 60,.··,o~_1 be a derivation of E from r.
Then it follows from (0) that el' .. el •u O ' . , u 1p P R-
is a subsequence
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of a derivation of E from el*r U ~
P P
On the other hand
since el a RS a € a
p
This gives (ii).
for each we have that el*r c t.p -
I fIn J F 0 in (i) we can replace 8 by a isomorphic
image so assume I and J are disjoint. Extend p to I U J
by taking pP = Pv ···vo ,-1 for each P E J. Then
of ip by p. Hence
is a definitional extension
*e1rUnU{e1 Pv···v "e1lTP:PEJ}
P '" P P 0 A-1 p
is a base for i by (ii). (i) now follows immediately.
Example. Take 8 to be the theory of groups with composition,
inverse, and the identity, and t the theory of groups with
right-hand division. Let p be the definition of I in t
as given in the example preceding 1.5.1. Finally take as the
base r for 8 the four equations
(x'Y)'z ~ x· (yoz), x·e R$ x, e·x ~ x, -1x·x " e.
Then using 1.5.2 a base for t consisting of the following six
equations is constructed.
(7) [x: «x:x) :y)] : [( (x: «x:x) :y»: (x: «x:x) :y)] :z ]
" x: [(x:x): (y: «y:y) :z»]
(8) x: «x:x): (x:x» "x
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(9 ) (x:x): [( (x:x): (x:x» ox] '" x
(10) x: [ (x : x) : «x: x) : x)] '" x: x
(11) X:X j:\j Y:Y
(12) x:y",x:«x:x):«y:y):y))
The set el*r un alone does not in general form a base
p ~p
for ~ in 1.5.2(i); in particular (7)--(11) alone do not form
a base for the theory of groups with right-hand inverse. A
i-element base for this theory is given in the introduction.
corollary 1.5.3. 8 _ lj? andp ,orr
~ 8. Eel* 6]
p,11" '" p
It follows that if 8 = ~,then for every extension 8'
p,7r
of 8 there exists an extension t' of ~ such that 8' == ~' .p,7r
Actually the relation E establishes a one-one inclusionp,7r
preserving correspondence between the set of extensions of e
and the set of extensions of ~'
We define theories e and q to be definitionally equivalent,
in symbols e E i, if there exist definitions p,1r such that
8 E i. This relation is clearly an equivalence relation.
p,7r
Every theory is equivalent with itself by the identity definition
pQ = Qv ... v for each Q in its type. Howeve~ a theory may
o ' x.-l
be equivalent to itself by non-identity definition~. Take, for
example, e to be the theory of groups with composition and
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inverse as fundamental operations. Let but. take
p ( .) = v oV1 0 {rather than
Taking p for both p
and ~ conditions (2)--(5) are easily checked. (It is clear
that in general (2) need only be checked for equations cr ~ ~
chosen from a fixed set of axioms of e.) Thus 6 E 8.p, p
Earlier in this section we showed that the theory Ta(O}
of tautologies in a single binary operation symbol Q is
interpretable in the theory of tautologies in two binary operations
and vice-versa, but that the two theories are not definitionally
equivalent. From the discussion there it is seen that, if T
is any term of type (Q) containing occurrences of exactly the
two variables Vo and vi'
and pQ =
"
then ei is an
p
interpretation of Ta [Q ] in itself. We know of only
four
other theories of groupoids with this properties: these are
four semigroup theories and AI:
..............1, 1
defined in
Section 1.7. It would be interesting to know if there are any
others.
We see that examples of theories interpretable in themselves
by non-identity definitions are not difficult to find. In view
of this it is natural to ask if theories exist which are defini-
tionally equivalent to a proper subtheory of themselves.
describe such a theory.





are unary operation symbols. Let
We now
conditions (2)--(5) are easy to check so that
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An algebra '21 = (A,Q (21) ,R (21) ,p~2I) ,p~lI» is a model of 21
just in case Q(m) is a one-one correspondence between A and
A xA and p{m) ,p~m) are the associated projection functions;
notice that e has only trivial (i.e., one-element) finite models.
Let
and p be the identity definition on R,Pl,P2" Let
and ~ also be the identity definition on R,Pl,P2" Finally, let
e" ~. But ~p,7r
is clearly a proper subtheory of e. The theory e has no finite
non-trivial models but starting with e one can construct a
theory definitionally equivalent to a proper subtheory of itself
which has models of every finite cardinality. On the other hand
we will see later on that any theory which is the theory of its
f~nite models (i.e., whose model class is generated by its finite
members) fails to be" definitionally equivalent to any proper
subtheory; cf." Theorem 1.6.3 below.
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Section 1.6. Definitional equivalence of classes of algebras.
Let K and L be varities of type I and. J. If P
and rr are any possible definitions of I in J and J in I,
respectively, then K and L are said to be definitionally
eguivalent BY. p and 1f, in symbols
corresponding theories ThK and ThL
K = L, if their
p ,."
are definitionally
equivalent in the sense of Section 1.5. This definition can
be extended however to apply to other classes of algebras besides
varieties as we shall presently see.
To extend this def.inition to arbitrary classes we need
to define precisely the notion of a polynomial operation. Let
m be any algebra of type 1. Let "'A be the set of all
UJ-sequences of elements of the universe of m and let III = "'Ail
be the "'A'th cartesian power of m. Then the universe B
of ~ is the set of all functions f: ~ -) A J and,
for any Q E I of rank x. and all ( Ill)£0'··' '£x-l E B, Q is
the function from ~ into A such that, for any w-sequence
Let rem be the unique homomorphism from the term algebra




re v (a) = a
II K K
for all v € Va J a € UA. Then for each term or of type I
K
is a well defined function from w-sequences with terms
in A into A, i.e., an operation on A of infinite rank.
is called the polynomial (operation) of ~ representedreal ,.
BY. 'i. Although re$.l1' is technically an operation of infinite
rank it is clearly independent of all coordinates K such that
v does not occur in <. Let 0 be an arbitrary operation
K
on A or rank < w· If rank 0= W, let o = 0, and,
if rank
o = K < w, let 0 be operation of rank W such that
for every a E UA. The operation 0 is called a polynomial
(operation) of m if 0 is the polynomial operation represented
by some or € Te
r
; in this case we also say that 0 is
represented ~ or.
(of infinite rank)
The set of all polynomial operations of ij
wAforms a subuniverse of m and is in fact
the subuniverse generated by the set of projection functions.
Thus, while the notion of a polynomial is by nature of its
definition a metamathematical one, it also has a purely algebraic
characterization.
Consider any algebra ~ of type J. If P is a definition
of I ~n the theory of m, then there is an algebra m of type
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I associated with m in a natural way: the universe of $
coincides with the universe of ij and for each Q E I, of rank
K, say, the fundamental operation Q(~) of ~ corresponding
to Q is just the polynomial operation of m of rank K
represented by po. (The fact that p ~s a definition of I
in Th~ guarantees that pO represents an operation of rank K.)
.. ,:
We shall call ~ the p-transform of ~ and denote it by
~m. Thus'~ is a function from algebras of type J into
p
algebras of type I.
Let K and L be arbitrary classes of algebras of type I
and J, respectively; let p be a ?efinition of I in ThK
and F a definition of J in ThL. Then K and L are said
to be definitionally equivalent BY P and F, in symbols
K = L, if the following conditions hold:
p, "
(1 ) D: maps L one-one onto K·,
P
(2 ) D: maps K one-one onto L;
"
(3 ) D: p D:"ll = II for all II E K·,
(4 ) D: D:JIl = JIl for all JIl E L.
"
P
As usual we say that K and L are definitionally equivalent
and write K = L if there exist p,Tr such that K" L.
p, "
For
respectivelyII " JIlandandindividual algebras' JIl, ll" JIl
p, "
mean {Ill" [Jill and [ll]" [JIl]. It is not difficult to see
p, "
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that when K and L are varieties the two notions of definitional
equivalence considered define the same relation.
Let ~ and ~ be any algebras of type I and J,
respectively, and suppose that m= ~ m for some definitionp
p of I in Th$. Then each fundamental operation of m is a
polynomial of m. Conver~ely, suppose each fundamental operation
assumerepresentssuch that
of m is a polynomial of m. Consider Q E I of rank K and
Q (ll) ; we maychoose
that contains no variable different from
different from if K = 0, since otherwise we could substitute
V
o
for all such variables and still have a term that respresents
Q(m). Set pO = T. Clearly, then, p is a definition of I
'.
in Thm, and ~ = lr $. Thus we have established that, for
p
any pair of algebras m and ~,
(5) m= 1I ~ for some definition p iff every polynomialp
of m is a polynomial of ~.
This g1ves a purely algebraic criterion for the definitional
equivalence of two algebras:
(6) ~ E ~ iff m and ~ have the same polynomial operations.
Theorem 1.6.1. Let K and L be any classes of algebras
of type I and J and p,rr definitions of I jn ThL and
J in ThK. If K = L, then
p,1f
s (K) ~ S (K) ,
p, Tr
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H(K) " H(L),p, Tr P (K)" P (L) .p, Tr
We shall only establish the middle equivalence, the proofs
of the other two being similar.
It follows immediately from (5) that for any pair of algebras
18, fB' ,
(7) every homomorphism from 18 into ~' is a homomorphism
from xr i8 into :tr 18 I •
P P
consider any fB' E H(L). Let fa ELand
1I maps H (L)
P
(8 )
Then, by (7), h: 1I III
P
into
h: III -» Ill'.
-» 1I Ill' so that
p
H(K). Applying (7)
1I Ill' E H(K); thus
p
with 16,1&' J and p
replaced by Xr 1&, :tr 18' and ~, respectively, we getp p'
h: 1I 1I III -» 1I 1I Ill'.
rr p rr p
But 1I 1I III = III by (4), so
Tr P
h: III -» 1I :rr Ill'.
Tr P
From this together with (8) we conclude that
thus ~rr is the inverse of n- on H(L)p
2:r Xr IB' = t8"Tr P ,
and in a similar




II (K)" H (L) •p, Tr
inverse of on H (K) • This
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As a corollary of this result we have that, if K. Lp, ..-
and K is a variety, then. L must also be a variety. Thus
p, ..-
subvarieties of K and subvarieties of Lj this correspondence
the relation determines a one-one correspondence between·
is dual to the one between extensions of definitionally equivalent
theories discussed in the remarks following Corollary 1.5.3.
Just for the purpose of formulating the next theorem
lll'if there exists an algebraconveniently we write 1I" IIIp, ..-
such that m = ~' and ~. ~ m.
p, ..-
Theorem 1.6.2. If K and L are varieties and p,~
are definitions of the proper kind, then the following three
". conditions are equivalent:




" [jr L;p,1T W
(iii) there exists a one-one function ~ from K
L such that m = Om for each mE K.p, ..-
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows immediately
from the definition of and does not depend on the
p, ..-
hypothesis that K and L are varieties.
To show that (i) implies (ii) assume that




K and YO,y1 ,···
Let
the
free generators of [jr L.
w
Let fx
~ = y x
for each x < wi since
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freely generate or K there exists a unique extension
w
of f to a homomorphism
h: (jr K -) n (jr L.
w P w
Then we have
h: n (jr K -) n n (jr L = (jr L.
Trw Tfpw W
By an analogous argument we can prove there exists a homomorphism
-1
f ; then 9 must9 from or L onto ~ or K which extends
w ~ w
be the inverse of h so that h is an isomorphism. Thus
(jr K" n (jr K '" (jr L.
w p;rr 1f w W
conversely, assume that or K ~ or L. Then, by 1.6.1,
w p,'lr w·
0"
K = HSP((jr K)" HSP«(jr L) = L.
W p,'Tr W
Thus (ii) implies (i).
Again under the assumption that K and L are varieties
it is obvious that conditions (i) and (ii) of this theorem
However itis replaced by
p,~
is an open problem whether or not (iii) remains equivalent to
remain equivalent when
(i) in this case. In this connection the discussion of the
last section concerning theories definitionally equivalent to
a proper extension of themselves proves to be relevant.
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suppose condition (iii) of 1.6.2 holds with = in place
of ;;; but K
P,7r
\
is not definitionally equivalent to L. Then
by 1.6.1 we have
K = HSPll" K s HSPl3ll" L c L.
w w
Thus K;:: L' where L' is a proper subvariety of L. Similarly,
K' = L where K' is a proper subvariety of K. But then in
view of the remark following the proof of Theorem 1.6.1 we have
that there exists a proper subvariety K" of K defin~tionally
equivalent to L' and hence also to K. Consequently, we see
holds forreplaced by
p,7r
varieties K and L, then either K = L or both K and L
that, if 1.6.2(iii) with
are definitionally equivalent to proper subvarieties of themselves.
In the last section we constructed a theory e that was defini-
tionally equivalent to a proper extension of itself whe~ce the
variety Moe is definitionally equivalent to a proper subvariety;
thus varieties with this property exist. It turns out however
that there is an important class of varieties no member of which
has this property.
Theorem 1.6.3. Let I be a finite type. Assume K,K'
are varieties of type I, K := K ' , and K' "s.K. Then K and
K' must contain the same finite algebras; consequently. if K
-47-
is generated by its finite members.




K' . consider any 'lI € K. Then
Xx). II € K'
p," "
for each positive ). < w where
Xx).
'lI is the result of applying
"
Xr1f to m A - times. Assume now that ax is finite. Then
for some x,l > 0 we must have
5l.nee I is also finite by hy~thesis. Applying 2:r
K to
P
both sides of this equation we get




It follows directly from this theorem and the remarks
i~ediately preceding it that conditions 1.6.6(i),(iii}
;: wheneveris replaced by
p, "
K and L are varieties at least one of which is generated
remain equivalent when
by its finite members.
We have one final remark to make on this subject. The
variety with the property that it is definitionally equivalent
to a proper subvariety of itself which comes out of the construction
of the last section turns out not to have any finite members
at allj varieties with this property can be found however that
have a great: many finite members.
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We see from (6) that when K and L are singleton
classes of algebras we have a purely algebraic criterion for
their definitional equivalence. with the aid of 1.6.2(i), (ii)
this can be used to give a purely algebraic criterion for the
definitional equivalence of two varieties. We now consider other
criterion of this kind which moreover apply to more general
classes of algebras.
Let 0 be a function whose domain and range are classes
of algebras of fixed types. 0 is said to be functorial if the
following conditions hold for all algebras m and ~ in the
domain.
(9) ~ and l321 have the same universe;
(10) every homomorphism from m into ~ is a homomorphism
from tj2l into t\t8 and vice-versa.
If in (10) we drop the phrase "and vice-versa", then IJ is said
to be weakly functorial. Finally, 0 is a functorial equivalence
if it is one-one and both
lently, weakly functorial).
;) and -1o are functorial (or, equiva-
Theorem 1.6.4. ~ K,L be arbitrary classes of algebras
and U a weakly functorial map from K ~ L. iJr K E" K,w
then U= %r~ on K for some definition ~ of the type of L
in the theory of K.
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We shall show that, for each aI E K,
(ll) every polynomial of ;:Ill is a polynomial of 11.
homomorphism into
wA (theLet h be the unique of ;:Ir K IIW
WA'th cartesian power of ~) such that the value of h at the
R'th free generator of or K is the R'th projection function
W
of wA on A. Then the image of ur K under h is just theW
set of all polynomial operations of ~. For each a E wA let
F
a
be defined by F (f) ~ f(a)
a
for each f €
WAA; clearly
F • h : ;:Ir K -» 11
a a
Wfor each a E A. Then since U is weakly
functorial we conclude that' F 0 h
a
Winto om for each a E A.
is a homomorphism from
It then follows by a well
known property of cartesian powers that h is a homomorphism
W
from our K into A~m. Thus the image of this homomorphism,
W
which we know to be the set of all polynomial of m, is a sub-
WAuniverse of m including all projection functions; hence it
includes all polynomials of O~. This establishes (11).
Applying (11) with 11 ~ ;:Ir K we conclude by (5) that
W
~~r K = ~r or K for some definition ~. ~ is clearly a
uu lli ~ W ~
weakly functorial map so that the theorem will be established
once we have proved "the following lemma.
(12) Let @,@' be any pair of weakly functorial maps on K




consider any m E K. Then by the functorial property of @
we have that any homomorphism h from ~ K into ~ is also
w
a homomorphism from @~ K into @~; hence its image is a
w
subalgebra of ~ which we denote by h*@~ K.
w
Let M be the set of all h*@~ K where h is an arbitrary
w
homomorphism from ~ K into ~. M is a class of suhalgebras
w
of @m which is directed by the relation £ of inclusion between
algebras and such that each element of ~m included in a member
of M. Thus @~ is equal to the algebraic union of M. On
the other hand, since @or K = @'or K by hypothesis we also
w w
have
h*@U< K = h*@'U< K
w w
•
for every homomorphism from or K into m. Thus @'m also
w
equals the algebraic union of M. This proves (12) and thus also
the theorem.
A slightly weaker version of this theorem (with "weakly
functorial" replaced by "functorial") together with the following
corollary is due to Felcher [68].
Corollary 1.6.5. Let K,L be classes of algebras and ~
a functorial equivalence from K onto L. and
~WL E L, then K = Lj in particular, definitions p,~ exist




on K and -1[l =:n- p L.
A weaker ve~sion of the corollary with the condition
"<II" K E K and ll" L E L" replaced by "SP (K) = K and SP (L) = L"
, w w
was first proved by Mal1cev [58].
We close this section with one more algebraic characterization
of definitional equivalence.
Theorem 1.6.6. Let K and L be classes of algebras with
0r K E K and nr L E L. Let n be a one-one function from K
w - w
onto L satisfying the following conditions:
(i) the universe of [lm coincides with that of II for
each II E K;
• (E) II >; 1Il iff [lll £ [llil for all ll, 1Il E K',
(iii) [l(ll X 1Il) = [lll X [llil for all ll, 1Il E K.
Then K , L" in particular , there exists definitions p,7T such,
that L, and
-1 L.K ~ [l = :n- on K, [l = :n- onp,7T 7T P
Consider any ll, 1Il E K and any h: A -) B. Then it is
an easy matter to check that h is a homomorphism from II into
i8 iff h is a subuniverse of !2I X 18. In view of this the
conditions (i)--(iii) tell us that n is a functorial equivalence.
The theorem now follows immediately from 1.6.5.
-.
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Section 1.7. Theories of groups and other familiar algebraic
structures.
Now that we have discussed definitional equivalence we are





groups. By the standard theory of all groups we shall intend
-11=(0, ,e)
are respectively binary and unary operation symbols and e a
constant symbol and
-1
G = 6 [(x·y)·z ~ x, (y·z) J e·x ~ x, x'e ~ x, x·x ~ e]
~ ~I
-. We will generally not bother to distinguish between a theory
-.
and its isomorphic images so the operation symbols
-1
J ,e are
not to be considered completely determined. Throughout this
entire paper G will be used exclusively to denote the standard
~
theory of groups and the same applies to other bold-faced symbols
denoting theories that are introduced below.
By a theory of all groups we mean any theory definitionally
equivalent to G.
~
Examples of theories of all groups different
from the standard theory of all groups are obtained by conceiving
of groups as algebras whose fundamental operations are respectively
composition and inverse only, right-hand division, and left-
hand division. In the case of composition and inverse the
resulting theory has a base consisting of the following three
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equations:
-1 -1(x-y)·z '" x- (y-z), x- (x .y) '" y, (y.x) -x '" y.
The six equations (7)--(12) of Section 1.5 form a base for the
theory of all groups with right-hand division. These equations
were obtained the base for G given above. using 1.5.2(i). A
~
base for the theory of all groups with left-hand division can
be obtained in the same manner using the following definitions:
-1 -1p(-) = (x: (x:x» :y, p( ) = x: (x:x), pte) = x:x, 1T(:) = x -y_
In the case of right-hand division the theory has a base
consisting of single equation; one such equation was given in
the introduction. The theory in the case of left-hand division
is also obviously I-based, and, although it is far from being
--
obvious, it turns out that the theory of all groups with composition
and inverse is also I-based. On the other hand, the theory G
~
fails to be i-based. These results are all special cases of a
comprehensive result concerning the cardinalities of bases of
group theories which is due to Thomas Green and Tarski and which
will be discussed in Chapter 3. We only remark that these
results show that the cardinality of the smallest possible base
for a theory need not be preserved by definitional equivalence.
By a standard theory of groups we mean any extension of G
~
and, finally, by a theory of groups we mean any theory defini-
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tionally equivalent to a standard theory of groups. Important
examples of theories of groups which we shall consider are:
the theory of all Abelian groups
AG = ~~[X"y ~ y'x];
~~ "~
~
for each positive )l. < w the theory of all Burnside groups of
exponent x, 1 -::; x < w,
~ e] ;
".
and the corresponding theory of all Abelian groups of exponent
x, 1 < x < w,
AG = _8,..[x,y 1'1:1 y'x, xx. 1'1:1 e].
"" ..... X. ."'W
~
Notice that BG 1 = G, AG 1 = AG,....... "'IJ ..... "-''''-'
and BG 2 =AG 2 "....... "'U .............
For any pair of words of the type of the standard theory
of groups the commutator of T and cr is defined to be the
word
[ ", "J = ,.-1 -1
" " '"
and for any sequence ~O,···,TK of words with )l. ~ 2 the
(left-normed) commutator of TO,···,T
K




Then other important theories of groups are:
The theory of all nilpotent groups of class ~: ~O = ~ and
for x. ~ 1
NG = 8 [[x ,x , ... ,x ] ~ e] .
~x. ~G 0 1 x
~
The theory of all solvable groups of length x.. Let T1 = [vO,V1]
<ind, for each
for each A <











SU " 1] where
cP K-
K
and for each K ~ 1
~ e] .
Notice that NG = SG1 = AG."",",1 "\fI., """"
By a commutator word we mean any word that is contained in
every set r of words with the properties
-1
x, x E r for every
x~va and [1,0] E r whenever f,O E r. A commutator equation is
any equation 'T ~ e where T is a product of commutator words.
The following theorem is due to B. H. Neumann [37].
~heorern 1.7.1. Every standard theory of groups has a base
consisting of set of comrn~tator equations together with a sinqle
equation of the form KX '" e K < w.
To see this consi~er an arbitrary. equation E. Observe first
of all that ev~ry equation r ~ (1 is G-interderivable with
~
-1
T. cr ~ e so t.hat we may assume that E is of thEJ form
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~ ~ e. By induction on the length of ~ we can prove that





where ,., T1 ••• '11 are integers and a is a product of commutator
'la' '11' IJ-i
words; hence E is G-derivable from the pair of equations
(l) xK~e,crRle.
where K is the greatest common divisor of the
conversely, by leaving x
v
fixed and subs~ituting e for each
variable different from x in the equation
v
(2) '\.-1x 1 a ~ e,
>!-
we see that
'lv is G-der i vable from E for eachx ~e
v ~
v < >!; hence so is x~ ~ e. But a ~ e is G-der i vable from~
x~ ~ e and E and thus from E alone. Therefore E is
Q-interderivable with the pair of equations (1). It is now an
easy step to the proof of the theorem.





Corollary 1.7.2. Every standard theory of Abelian groups
is isomorphic to for some 1 < ~ < w.
In parts of ~he previous discussion of group theories we
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used a sp~cial abbreviated notation for expressing terms. The
binary operation symbol is omitted entirely and an arbitrary
term is represented as a string of sUbterms with no indication
-1 -1
as to how they are associated. For example, we write ~ cr ~ cr
-1 -1
as an abbreviation for (1 "0 ) 'f)"O and x"- for
«"'«X'x) ox) .•• ) ox) where x occurs ,,-times in the latter
'T]
expression. (If " is negative x stands for
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
« •.. (x oX ).x ) ",)ox ) with x occurring -" times;
if ~ = 0 then x" is e.) This notation is universally
employed in the literature of group theory; it together with
similar special notation will be used in the sequel whenever
convenient and usually without explanation. In every case the
notation is, as in the group case, completely standard and no
confusion is likely to occur.
The various varieties of groups are catalogued in the same
way as theories and the terminology is essentially the same.
Thus MoG is called the standard variety of all groups, or the
~
standard full variety of groups. A variety of all groups, or a
full variety of groups, is the model class of any theory of all
groups. Finally by a variety of groups we mean the model class
of any theory of groups. When there is no reason for being more
specific we shall often refer to the standard theory of all
groups simply as the theory of groups, or, even more simply, as
'.
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group-theory and similarly for the standard full variety of
group. Also for reasons of simplicity, we refer to any term
or equation of the language of the type of group theory as a
group-term or a qroup-eguation. It should be emphasized that
in the case of an equation E the use of this terminology is
not intended to imply that E is actually a member of the
theory of groups; the terms group identity or group law are used
for this purpose. However, when we want to emphasize that E
is not a group law we refer to it as a special group-equation.
Similar terminology is used in the case of the other theories
,
we deal with such as those of rings, lattices, sernigroups, etc.
The theories and varieties of each of these familiar classes
of algebraic structures are catalogued in a manner similar to
the group case: a particular theory is chosen and designated
as the standard theory and the other theories are defined in
its terms.
The fundamental operations of the standard ring are taken
to be addition, multiplication, additive inverse, and the
additive identity. The standard theory of all rinqs,








(x'y)'z .. x· (y.z)
x· (y+z) .. (x.y)+(x.z)
(x+z)·y .. (y.x)+ (z .x) .
The standard ring with unit has the multiplicative identity as
an additional fundamental distinguished element. The defining
equations of its standard theory are those of the standard theory
of all rings together with the two additional laws
l·x RI x, x·1 Rf x.
o
The standard theory of all lattices, ~,is defined by the equation?
(XVy) vz .. xV (yvz) , xl\(yl\z) .. (xl\y) I\Z
xVx Rf X xAx RI X
xV (xl\y) Rf x xl\{xVy) .. y.
We also have the theory of all distributive lattices
6A = e [XV (yl\z) .. (xVy) I\(xl\z) J
"'~ ""..6
and the theory of all modular lattices
MA = e [xV( (xVy)l\z) .. (xVy) l\(xVz)]
..... J{, ......() •
The standard theory ~ of all sernigroups is of course defined
~






Some standard theories of semigroups are: the theory of all
commutative sernigroups
AE = e [x.y '" yox] ;
"-' ....... ....... L:
~
the theories of all left-zero and of all riqht-~ serniqroups
the theory of all constant semiqroups
.sE =~L:(x,y~z,w];
~
the theory of all Burnside semiqroups of order A and exponent
K (l(K,A(w)
the theory of all commutative semiqroups of order A and exponent
l: dB 1 1 an~~ , coincide respectively with the theories of
all idempotent sernigroups and all semilattices.
In addition to the semigroup theories just described we
have two standard theories of sernigroups that are also the
varieties of groups. 'Dhe theory of all Burnside CJroups of exponent
KRjY, y·x ~y],
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and the theory of all Abelian groups of exponent R
~
= 81:; [x'y ~ Y'X, x .y Rj y] .
~
clearly, BG and AG are definitional extensions of BE
.............. H. .............. X. ...'v·...... X
and AE , respectively.
~~ ~
In the course of our work we shall study theories and
varieties of special algebraic structures other than the ones
considered above, for example, quasigroups and loops, but we
shall defer defining these theories until we have occasion to
consider them.
There are a number of interesting problems having to do
with determining for a given theory e and a given property of
theories all theories definitionally equivalent to e that have
the property. For example, it is clear that every theory of
all semigroups with a single binary operation symbol is isomorphic
to L. There exist four known non-isomorphic theories of all
~
groups which are also theories of groupoids. They result from
treating groups as an algebra with a single fundamental operation





= x.y X" Y
, "L
-1
= x .y, -1 dy·x ,x:],Y = -1Y "X
It is an open problernraised by Hieman--Neumann (52J whether these
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exhaust all such theories; more precisely:
(1) Let a be a theory with a single binary operation symbol Q.




in 6, respectively, such that 8 ~ G.p,7r.....
Is it then true that
the four terms





The corresponding problem for the theory AG of all Abelian
~~
groups has been solved and the solution sheds some light on
the possible form of pO in the group case .
Theorem 1.7.3. Let 8 be a theory with one binary operation
symbol Q and let p,1T be definitions of Q in AG and the
~~
operation symbols of AG in 8 such- that 8 , AG. Then either





~AG v ·v or ~AG va ·va 1 1
~~ ~~
Clearly we must have
(2)
for some integers nand rn. For each x, 2 < K < w, we have
by Corollary 1.5.3 that is definitionally equivalent by




If either n or In in (2) were. divisible by x., then p (0) would
be AG -equivalent to a power of a single variable. But this is
~~~
obviously impossible in view of (3). Hence neither n nor In in
(2) is divisible by any x ~ 2. The theorem follows easily from
this observation.
As a corollary we have that there are exactly two non-isomorphic
theories of groupoids that are also theories of all Abelian groups.
By an argument similar to that used in the proof of 1.7.3 we can
show that, in the problem stated in (1), in order for
it is necessary that
..
(4 )
where 0 < x.< wand nO' ffiO,"',nx_l,rnx_l are integers such
that
(5) -1 .
The only other result bearing on problem (1) that we know of is
that the corresponding problem for the theory NG 2~~ has a positive
solution; see Fajtlowicz [72a]. It is also known
that there is no theory o~ groupoids definitionally equivalent to
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either the theory of all rings or the theory of all lattices.
Problem (1) has some obvious generalizations.
(6) For any given x', 2 < x. < w, find all theories e with a
single operation symbol of rank x. such that 8 is a theory
of all groups.
(7) Find all finite types I with at least one operation
symbol of rank ~ 2 such that there exists a theory of all
groups of type I which is not a proper definitional extension
of any theory.
This last condition is clearly necessary for the problem to be
non-trivial.
A partial solution of problem (7) is contained in unpublished
work of Thomas Green. He has shown that for each K < w there is
a theory 8 with x. operation symbols (or rank < 4) such that
6 is a theory of all groups and is not a proper definitional
extension of any theory.
Let us say that the fundamental operations of an arbitrary
class K of similar algebras, or a single algebra m, are
independent if ThK, or Thm, is not a proper definitional extension
of any theory. Then Green's result says that there is a full
variety of groups with any given positive finite number of indepen-
dent operations. Post [41] has made a systematic investigation
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the independence of the operations of an arbitrary 2-element
algebra m. He proved that ~ can have at most five independent
operations and, if ti is operationally complete in the sense
that every possible operation on A is a polynomial operation
of m, then m can have at most four independent operations. In
the same paper Post shows that there exist 3-element algebras
with any finite number of independent operations; if m is
operationally complete however and contains three elements, then
there can exist at most a finite number of independent operations.
Recall that e is defined to be a theory of groups if it
~s definitionally equivalent to some standard theory t of groups.
It is interesting that there exist theories of groups that are
not extensions of a theory of all groups; in fact,
a theory for each finite K ~ 3.
BG is such
....... ""x.
To show this suppose BG
~"'"
is an extension of a where
a = G. To avoid confusi9n denote the unique operation of BG
p , 11"....... ....... ""'K
by 0; also, for simplicity assume x = 3. In view of the remark
following the proof of 2.7.3 we may assume that conditions (4) and
(5) hold. Let
(8)
By Corollary 1.5.3 we have that where I is the
extension of G
,.
defined by the three equations
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el [(xoy)oz ~ xo(yoz)]
p
el [( (xox) ox) oy R:l' y]
P
e1 [yo ( (xox) ox) '" y) •
p
would be a theory of Burnside
2(a +ab+bl
x
using (4) and (B) it is easy to check that
2
a+ab+b




conclude that x ~~x so that ~
el ({x ox) ox)
p
Hence from (5) we can
groups of exponent 2. This is impossible however since it is
clear that BG 3 cannot be definitionally equivalent to such a
~~
theory.
The theory 8 of Boolean algebras is an example of a theory
of rings that is not an extension of any theory of all rings.
This is so since it is well known that 8 is definitionally
equivalent to a theory of groupoids, but, as was previously mentioned,
the theory of all rings fails to have this property.
The problem stated in (7) for groups can also be formulated
for other algebraic structures. Some partial results along these
lines which are easy to establish are the following: there is a
theory of all rings with a single ternary operation symbol and a
theory of lattices with a single operation symbol of rank 4.
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Problems
Problem 1.1. Is it true that the class of Boolean algebras
treated as algebras m= < A, V, • > where v and have the
usual meaning can be characterized by the following identities:
XVYRlYVx
x V (y V z) '" (x V y) V z
«x V y)' V (x V y') , )' '" x ?
Cf. the Introduction for the history of this problem.
Problem 1.2. Let e be a theory of qroupoids with the pro-
perty that, whenever T is a term containing exactly the two
variables Vo and v1 and pO = T where 0 is the operation
symbol"of e, then e1 is an interpretation of e in itself.p
Must 6 necessarily be isomorphic to one of the theories. Ta,
or , m: J and ALl 1?
...... e ......"'r ............ ,
Cf. the remarks following 1.5.3.
Problem 1.3. Let K and L be arbitrary varieties and
assume that there exists a one-one function 0: K -» L such
that ms o~ for each mE K. Is it necessarily true that
K iii L?
Cf. theorem 1.6.2 and the following remarks.
Problem 1.4. Does there exist a variety K of semi-
groups, quasiqroups, groups, or lattices which is definitionally
equivalent to a proper subvariety of itself?
By theorem 1.6.3 any such K must fail to be generated
by its finite members, varieties with this property are known
for all four kinds of algebras. Cf. Baker [69], Evans- [71],
and H. Neumann [67], p. 19.
Problem 1.5. Let e be a theory with a single binary operation
symbol Q. Let p,~ be definitions of Q in G and the operation
symbols of e, respectively, such that e s G.p ,~..... Is it








This problem orginates with Higman--Neumann [52]. Cf. (1)
of section 1.7 and the following remarks.
Problem 1.6. For any given ~,2 ~ ~ < w, find all theories
,
e with a single operation symbol of rank ~ such that e is
a theory of all qroups.
This problem and the following one generalize Problem 1.4.
Problem 1.7 Find all finite types I with at least one
operation symbol of rank ~ 2 such that there exists a theory
of all groups of type I which is not a proper definitional
extension of any theory.
Thomas Green has obtained a partial solution to this
problem; see (7) of Section 1.7 and the following remarks.
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Chapter 2
The lattices of theories
If we disregard certain difficulties having to do with the
foundations of set theory we can consider Mo and Th as
operations connecting classes of algebras with sets of equations.
These operations are the polarities associated with the relation
of consequence F (cf. Birkhoff [67J, p. 122); hence the
composite operations MOTh and ThMo are closure operations
on the space of algebras and space of equations respectively.
The corresponding families of closed sets, i.e., the classes of
all varieties and of all equational theories of type I, then
become complete lattices under set theoretical inclusion. We
shall denote these lattices respectively by ~I and Xhr '
The intersection of any set of varieties is again a variety
•
and similarly for any set of equational theories so that the
meet operation in both lattices is set-theoretical intersection
and is denoted by n. On the other hand the union of even two
varieties, or -theories, is not in general a variety, or theory,
and for this reason the join operation in both lattices is
denoted by V. Therefore the lattices of varieties and theories
(of type I) are written respectively
Notice that val and




denote respectively the class of
I and the set of all theories of type I·,
keep in mind also that for any set X of varieties we have
VIIO = MOTh UX = HSP IU l()
and for any set ~ of theories
vW = ThMo (U £) = 8 [U £] •
~
The zero and unit elements of Xh
I
are the theories Tar and
Eq , respectively. The corresponding elements of ma are the
I I
varieties of I-element algebras and the variety of all algebras.
For any pair of theories 6, t of type I such that 8 S ~
the set of all theories Y such that e eYe i forms a sub-
lattice of ~I. This lattice is called the interval (sublattice)




(8] is the principal dual ideal of Xh
r
determined
by 8; its universe Th
r
[8) is the set of all simple extensions
of 8. The interval IDar[L,KJ determined by varieties L,K
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is defined analogously. In this case however mar[K] is used
to denote the principal ideal mar [O,K] where 0 is the variety
of all I-element algebras.
Observe that Me is a dual isomorphism from Xh
r
(8,w)
onto 'liar [Mo. ,Me 8J and from V1
r
[8J onto 'liar [Mo 8J .
Since the lattices Xh
r
and mar are dually isomorphic,
any result concerning the structure of one lattice automatically
entails the dual result for the other. In this paper we
concentrate on the lattice of theories, only occasionally
considering the lattice of varieties when it is especially
convenient to do so; the same applies to the lattice of extensions
of a given theory 8 and the lattice of subvarieties of the
variety of models of e.
Finally, we observe that in view of 1.5.3 and the remark
following it, the lattices of extensions of any two definitionally
equivalent theories are isomorphic. For this reason we make
no attempt in this Chapter to distinguish between such theories.
Section 2.1. The characterization problem.
A general problem in equational logic is the one of finding
for various natural classes of lattices of theories intrinsic
properties that characterize the class. Of particular interest
are the classl~s
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[ eJ for some type r and theory e)
and
(2 ) T' = (~: ~ ~ 211 for some type r ).
- r
By an intrinsic property of a lattice ~ we understand,
loosely speaking, a property that, can be expressed entirely in
terms of symbols denoting the fundamental lattice ope~ations,
the membership relation E, and variables ranging exclusively
over elements of the universe L of' 2, subsets of L, relations
between elements of L, sets of such subsets and relations,
etc. Notice that the definitions of T and T I given in
(1) and (2) are clearly not intrinsic. The problem of finding
intrinsic characterizations of these classes remains open. The
problems,of characterizing were raised respectively by Mal'cev [68J
and Gratzer [68].
Some light is shed on this problem by the fact that theories
can be construed as completely invariant congruence relations
on the term algebra. This gives another non-intrinsic but
useful characterization of ~I as the lattice of all congruence
relations on the term algebra XffiI with its set of fundamental
operations augmented by all substitution operations. consequently,
the lattices 211
r
[eJ can be characterized (up to isomorphism)
as the congruence lattices of arbitrary quotients of augmented
term algebras. Gratzer--'-Schmidt [63J have succeeded in giving
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an intrinsic characterization of a class of closely related
algebras--the congruence lattices of arbitrary quotients of
unaugmented term algebras. These are of course just the
congruence lattices of arbitrary algebras. In.order to describe
this characterization we introduce some special terminology.
An element of an arbitrary lattice g is compact if,
whenever it is included in the join of a set of elements of 9,
it must already be included in the join of a finite subset.
Q is called algebraic if it is complete and each element is
the join of all compact elements included in it. According to
Gratzer--Schrnidt [63] a lattice is algebraic just in case it
is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of some algebra. Thus
in particular each of the lattices ~I[e] is algebraic.
Moreover, since the inconsistent theory can be axiomatized by
I
the single equation x ~ y, we see that the greatest element of
Xhr [ el is compact. This is the only special property lattices
of theories are known to have and it has been conjectured by Ralph
McKenzie that this is the only such property, i.e., that T
coincides with the class of algebraic lattices with compact unit.
The problem of characterizing the classes T and T'
appears to be quite difficult. In light of this it is interesting
to observe that the corresponding problems for lattices of first-
order theories have been to a large extent solved.
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In the case of a first-order theory e the compact
members of the lattice De of theories extending e form a
Boolean algebra, the so-called Lindenbaum--Tarski-a!gebra of
8, and the class of all Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras is just the
class of all Boolean algebras (up to isomorphism). Any algebraic
lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of the upper
semilattice of its compact elements. Hence De is isomorphic
to the lattice of ideals of the Lind~nbaum-Tarski algebra of 8.
This leads to the characterization of the first-order analogues
of the lattices ~I[e] as ideal lattices of Boolean algebras.
These in turn have been intrinsically characterized by Tarski [37)
as algebraic Brouwerian lattices with compact unit; a lattice
9 is Brouwerian if it satisfies the special distributive law
x "V __v = V _:x"y
y€T y€Y
for all x ELand Y So L. On the other hand" no intrinsic
characterization of the first order analogues of the lattices
~I is known. But in case I is finite and contains relation
symbols exclusively, at least one of which is of rank ~ 2,
Hanf [62) has obtained the remarkable result that these lattices
are all isomorphic. Specifically what Hanf shows is that for
every two typas I and J of the kind described. the Lindenbaurn-
Tarski algebras of the theories 8I and 8J of logically true
sentences are isomorphic. We shall see in section 2.4 that
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by a result of Ralph McKenzie there is no equational analogue
of Hanf's result.
The basic characterization problems seem difficult and at
this point in the development of equational logic a long way
from being completely solved. Much work has been done however
investigating the structure of various specific lattices of
equational theories. This chapter is devoted to reporting on
these investigations.
The investigation has centered on the lattice ~ of all
theories and on the particular lattices Xh[E], Xh[G] , Xh[A] ,~ ~ ~
and the lattice of loop theories. (We suppress the type
..
designation here in accordance with the convention mentioned
in Chapter 1.) The technique of the investigations vary depending
on which lattic~ is being studied. In the case of Xh, Ih[E] ,~
and the lattice of loop theories, combinatorial or proof-
theoretical methods predominate, 'while in the case of
and 1h[~] model-theoretical methods, with emphasis on the
structure theory of the particular algebras involved, seem to be
more useful. The techniques in each particular care are well
illustrated by the solution of the most basic problem: Haw
many different arbitrary theories, semigroup theories, group
theories, lattice theories, loop theories are there? It turns
out that in each case the answer is continuum many bu~ the
methods used to obtain these results vary considerably.
implies /), = .0.'
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These results imply that when e i. Ta, E, G, A, or the~ ~ '"
theory of loops, there exists at least one extension of e
that fails to be finitely based over 8. There is a stronger
condition on e that is often considered which is not implied
by the uncountability of the extensions of e. A set r of
equations is said to be irredundant over 8, or simply
irredundant if e = Ta, if' ~e[t!.] = ,@,e[.o.']
for all sets .0.,.0.' c r. If there exists an infinite irredundant
set over 8, then a has a non-finitely based extension.
(3) Let a be anyone of the theories Ta, E, G, h, or the~ ~ '"
theory of loops. Does there exist an infinite irredundant
set of equations over 8?
In each particular case e a positive answer to (3) would
imply that there are continuum ex~ensions of 8. As we have
already observed the set of compact elements of the lattice of
all first-order theories forms a sublattice. It would be
interesting to know for which of the theories 8 of (3) this
condition fails for ~[8], i.e.,
(4) for 8 = Ta J .t, ~, ,.6, or the theory of loops, does there
exist a pair of finitely based extensions of 8 whose
intersection fails to be finitely based?
The _answer to both (3) and (4) is known to be positive for each
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of the five theories mentioned except for (4) in case e = G
~
or 8 is the theory of loops; the question is still open
in these cases.
In the study of 'the structure of the lattices Xh and
Xh[E] a new characterization of the relation F of consequence
~
plays a very important ro~e. As we shall see this new charac-
terization is quite different in spirit from the two discussed
in Section 1.3; while both of the latter took the form of
d~rivability relations in certain deductive systems the present
characterization can be put in this form only with difficulty.
Consider any set r of equations (of a fixed type I) .
Let us denote by a .r" the relation that holds between two
p ~ 7r or 7r ~ P is contained in r,
terms G,T just in case they are identical or there exists an
equa tion p ~ 7r and an assignment cp: Va -) Te such that
su P is a subterrn of
cp
a, and 1 is obtained by replacing this subterm by su 7r.
cp
It turns out that the relation
r
is just the transitive
closure of ~r; more precisely we have
,Theorem 2.1.1. For any 0,1 E Te the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(i) a ~ " E 8 [I'] ;
~




o = Po =rPl =r'" =rPK-l = '1'.
Let R be the set of all equations a ~ 'I' such that
condition (ii) holds. Clearly R is closed under the inference
rules of transitivity, symmetry, equality, and substitution
described in Section 1.3. Thus, since va Rl va E R, we have
c R and hence (i) implies (ii); the implication in the
opposite direction is obvious.
e (r]
~
We remark incidentally that it is also possible to construe
this new characterization of F as the relation of derivability
in a certain deductive system. There is a single logical axiom
schema, the set of all tautologies, and each non-logical axiom
Y E r is interpreted as the schema
(5) {O'" T: O,T € Te, 0 "'{y}T}.
The system has one rule of inference: transitivity. Notice
that this system satisfies a fundamental condition required of
all reasonable deductive systems: given y there is an
effective procedure for determining whether or not an arbitrary
equation is actually an instance of the axiom schema (5). As
we shall have the opportunity to see this property of the axiom
schernas together with the primitive character of the single rule
of inference are just what account for the usefulness the
characterization of consequence given in 2.1.1.
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For any pair of terms aJ~ we say tpat IT is a substitution-
subterrn of T, in symbols a <51, just in case some substitution
instance of a is a subterrn of 1; thus a <ST iff there exist
a ~: Va - Te and expressions p,~ such that T = p(su a)~.
cp
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.1.2. Let O,T E Te and r CEq. If a ~ , E s[n
~
and E E ~ a for everyt' r ""s - E E r, then a = 'T.
By a simple application of this theorem we can show that
there are a continuum number of different groupoid theories.
Let °0 ,°1 ,°2 ," • be any infinite sequence of terms such that
a ,(S a A for all ",A < w with " ,. A; for instance we can take
"
a = QVO(Qv1)"vO for each " < w· It follows immediately
"
from 2.1.2 that
(6) (OR ~ 00 : 0 < K < w} is an infinite irredundant set of equations.
It 15 now a trivial matter to construct a sequence 00JoIJ'"
of terms ot type I satisfying (6) for any type I which
contains at least one ope~ation symbol of rank > 2 J and it is
only slightly more difficult to do the same when I contains
no operation symbols of rank > 2 but at least two unary symbols.
However J if I is finite and contains a unary operation symbol
as its only symbol of positive rank, then no infinite irredundant
set of equations can be constructed; in fact J in this case lhI
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is denumerable as we shall see in section 2.3.
In many instances in equational logic there is a natural
trichodorny of results corresponding to whether the type I
contains at least one operation symbol of rank L 2, nb symbol
of rank > 2 but at least two of rank 1, or one unary symbol
as the only one of positive rank. For this reason we shall refer
to types satisfying the respective conditions as binary types,
bi-unary types, and unary types.
In some cases 2.1.2 also proves useful in the construction
of an infinite irredundant set of equations over a given theory e.
For this purpose a relativized version of 2.1.2 proves convenient.
p,1f such thatsymbols
We say that cr is a substitution-subterm of T over 8, in
cr 0( (S) 'I' whenever there exist terms
S '
cr.:=OO P -< 7r .<:loo "I'
8 S 8
We remark that in this definition we may require p to coincide
with a without loss of generality.
Theorem 2. 1. 3 . Let 9 € Th, C1, 't' € Te, and r s Eq. If
CJ Rl'" e: ..@9[fl and El,E
r
'<5(9)cr for every E € f, then
a ~ "I' € 9.
This theorem proves to be very useful in con~tructing




see Austin [66J, Biryu]<ov [65], Evans [68], Isbell [70J, and
Perkins [69]. The irredundant set of equations constructed by
Isbell has the novel feature that each member contains just two
distinct variables. We shall present a more involved construction
which gives at the same time a positive solution to both problems
(3) and (4) when 8 = E.
~
Let e be an arbitrary theory and n any extension of 8.
A theory ~ in the interval Th[S,ol is said to be essential
",
for n over S, or a-essential for OJ if every a-base for
n includes as a subs"et a a-base for i. If x. < wand
Th[8,ol contains at least 2X, distinct theories a-essential
for OJ then clearly every a-base for n must contain at
least x. members. Furthermore, if ~ ~ wand there are at
least ~ I-based theories a-essential for 0, then it is easy
to see there is an irredundant set of equations over 8 of
cardinality 1;.
Theorem 2.1.4. There exist finitely based extensions 00
and such that contains an infinite
number of distinct I-based theories each of which is E-essential
~
As already mentioned this theorem provides a positive
answer to both (3) and (4) for 8 = ~.
~
As far as we know the first: example of any kind to appear
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in the literature of a pair of finitely based theories whose
intersection fails to have this property is due to Perkins [69].
The particular example we give here and the proof of Theorem 2.1.3
are due to Joel Karnofsky but based on Perkins' ideas.
Let 00 be the theory of sernigroups generated by the
following pair of equations (together with the associative law)
..
(7) 2 222 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3(xyz) F':1 x Y Z J X Y z w ~ y x z w




3 3 3 3
x y ~ y x
R = (E(~): ~<w) .'





.•• v w) •
2x.+3
Clearly E(X.) is not E-derivable from E(X) if x. F A and
~
it is easy to show that each E (x.) is contained in nO n°
1
"
We now prove that E( x) is ~-essential for 00 nOlo Consider
any I:-base
~
for Then there exists terms
~ .•• f such that0' 'A
where
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Since we must have, for
each ~ < hI
it must be as the initial
where 6 is the equation (8). Any variable appearing ~n a
substitution instance of either side of 0 must have at least
three distinct occurrences. Thus if such a substitution instance
occurs as a subterm of ~O(= E~~))
segment 3 3x y Hence must either equal
'0 or differ
from it by a replacement of this initial segment by 3 3Y x By
induction we prove that
Hence
is in the same relation to
Therefore there must exist terms a,f, expressions ~,~, and
an assignment cp: Va -)Te I such that either a ~ 'I' or
, ., 0
is contained in ~ and
(9 ) ( K)~(su 0) '1, E
cp r = ~(su ,) '1.cp
Because the two sides of E begin with different variables,
~ must be empty. Let p,~ be the first and second equations
of (7), respectively. It is an easy matter to prove that no
term which ends in an expression of the form Hence no
proper initial segment of is (p,~)-equivalent to a
3
t; .
proper initial segment of
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is (PI~}-equivalent to an
initial segment of This implies that in (9) 11 as well
as ~ is empty. Finally, observe that since a ~ f is a non-
tautological consequence of {PI~} every variable appearing
in a must occur at least twice. Thus ~ cannot take a non-
variable term as value at any variable appearing in a since
no single variable occurs at more than three distinct places
in This implies that cr ~ T differs from E(x) only




E(X). Since (o ~ T) € 6 this completes the
There are various proper extensions of the theory of
sernigroups relative to which infinite irredundant sets of equations
are known to exist, for example, the theory 2 3~~ [x R:l X ]; cf.
~
Burris-Nelson [71] and the discussion of Section 2.5.
Each of the equations (7) and (8) has the property that
every variable appearing in it occurs the same number of times
on each side. An equation of arbitrary type having this property
is said to be balanced. An equation satisfying the weaker
condition that every variable appearing in it occurs at least
once on each side is called variable-uniform. The set of
balanced equations and the set of variable-uniform equations
of any type are both closed under substitution and replacement
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and hence both form theories. In the case of groupoids t~ese
theories correspond respectively to AE, the theory of all
~~
commutative semigroups, and AI: 1 l' the theory of all
~~ ,
commutative idempotent sernigroups (cf. Section 2.2).
Consequently, the theories and in the proof of
2.1.4 both consist exclusively of balanced equations and a
careful analysis of that proof will show that this fact plays
an important role. Indeed the usefulness of Theorem 2.1.3
for the purpose of constructing e-irredundant sets of equations
is greatly reduced if 8 does not consist entirely of balanced
or at least variable-uniform equations. In particular, 2.1.3
as it is ,formulated is completely useless when e is G, A, or
~ ~
the theory of loops since in all of these cases e contains
an equation of the form x ~ ~ where ~ contains a variable
different from x. Thus for every pair PJ 1T of terms.
For these theories other methods of proving the existence of
infinite relatively irredundant sets of equations must be found.
combinatorial methods still play a useful role in the case
of loops however. An infinite irredundant set of equations over
the theory of loops was constructed in Neumann-Evans [53].
Later Evans [71] exhibited an infinite irredundant set over a
theory of loops that is anti-finite in the sense that it has
no non-trivial finite model. Hence there are uncountably many
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anti-finite loop theories. Model-theoretical methods were
used to obtain these results but it is not hard to see how
these may be replaced by purely combi~atorial ones. Actually,
the general approaches to problems of this kind for semigroups
and loops seem very closed in spirit; the role· played by the
properties of balanced equations in the semigroup case is taken
in the loop case by consequences of the failure of the associative
law. These remarks will be illustrated in the next section
where some results on loop theories are presented in detail.
In the case of lattices and group theories the situation
is entirely different and combinatorial methods play a much
smaller role. This seems to be especially true in the lattice
case where the systematic study of the structure of the lattic~
of lattice theories has only recently begun--given impetus by
the discovery by Jonsson [6~ of a powerful model-theoretical
tool for this purpose.
Let us call a variety K congruence-distributive if each
member of K has a distributive lattice of congruence relations;
a theory will be congruence-distributive if Moe has the
property. Obviously every extension of a congruence-distributive
theory is again congruence-distributive. In particular, every
theory of lattices is congruence-distributive.
It is a Hell known result of the general theory of algebras
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that, if ~ is a homomorphic image of an algebra 0, then the
lattice of. congruence relations on U is (isomorphic to) a
sublattice, in fact a principal dual ideal, of the congruence lattice
of m. Thus the distributivity of the latter implies the
distributivity of the former. It is also well known that the
congruence lattice of ~ is distributive iff every finitely
generated subalgebra of ~ has the property. It follows from
these two observations that a theory 8 is congruence-distri-
butive iff ~ e has a distributive congruence lattice.
w
(Actually,
as a consequence of work of JOnsson [67] 6 is congruence-
distributive if the free algebra over 8 with only three
generators has a distributive congruence lattice; cf. Section 2.5.)
The congruence-distributivity of e implies the distribu-
tivity of the lattice Xh[S] of extensions of S since, as
we observed in Section 1.3, Xh[6] can be construed as a
sublattice of the lattice of congruence relations on Or 6.
w
The reverse implication does not hold in general however. For
example, it will be Seen from the work of Sections 2.2 and
2.6 that ~[n;l
~~
is a 2-element lattice and hence distributive
but ~r r~ satisfies no special lattice equation.
U"'" W"'-''''-'
The link between congruence-distributivity and the
structure of lattices of theories proves to be th,~ notion of a
subdirect product of algebras and a fundamental r~sult of
Garrett Birkhoff concerning this notion. Let (1J.: i f I) be
•
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any system of similar algebras. By a subdirect product of the
~. we mean any subalgebra l8 of the Cartesian product
~
P. ~. such that for each i • I the projection of B onto~€I ~
the i-th coordinate maps B onto all of A. ; in particular I
~




is included in every variety that contains i8 and vice-
An algebra ~ is subdirectly irreducible if, whenever
it is isomorphic to a subdirect product of a system (II.: i.I)
~
of algebras, it is necessarily isomorphic to one of the components
~j. Alternately, 0 is subdirectly irreducible if its lattice
of congruence relations contains a smallest proper member, i.e.,
a congruence relation R different from the identity relation
which includes all other congruence relations with this property.
By a well known result of Birkhoff [44] every algebra can be
isomorphically represented as a subdirect product of subdirectly
irreducible algebras. It follows from this result and the
remark at the end of the previous paragraph that every variety
is generated by its subdirectly irreducible members.
We are now ready to state the basic theorem of Jonsson
,-
mentioned earlier; see Jonsson [67] for its proof. Recall that
UpK denotes ~he class of all algebras isomorphic to an ultra-
product of a uystem of algebras of K.
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Theorem 2.1.5. ~ K be any class of models of some
congruence-distributive theory. Then the subdirectly irreducible
members of HSP(K) are already contained in HSUp(K).
Corollary 2.1.6. Let K ~ L be varieties that are
both included in-some congruence-distributive variety. Then
every sUbdirectly irreducible member of HSP (K U L) is already
a member of either K or L.
corollary 2.1.7. Let K be an arbitrary set of models
of some congruence-distributive theory.
(i) Every finite subdirectly irreducible member of HSP(K)
is already contained in HS{K).
(ii) If K is a finite set of finite algebras, then every
subdirectly irreducible member of HSP(K)
by (i) already included in HS(K}.
is finite and hence,
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distributive theory. Let K be as in the statement of 2.1.7(ii).
Then HSP(K) can include only finitely many non-isomorphic
suhdirectly irreducible algebras. Since every subvariety of
HSP(L) is generated by its subdirectly irreducible members,
we have that HSP(L) can have only a finite number of sub-
varieties. Dually, if e is a congruence-distributive theory
of a finite set of finitely subdirectly irreducible algebras,
. .
then :lJl [ 8) is necessa~ily a finite lattice. It also follows
from 2.1.7(i) that, whenever m,~ are finite subdirectly
irreducible algebras such that HSP(m) = HSP(m) and this theory
is congruence-distributive, we must have HS(m) = HS(0); but
this last equality can hold only in case m~ 0. Stated in
terms of theories this says that two finite subdirectly
irreducible algebras with congruence-distributive theories can
have identical theories iff they are isomorphic.
,
Some of these consequences of Jonsson's theorem can be
put in sharper focus using the notion of an irredundant set of
algebras. In analogy to an irredundant set of equations a set
K of algebras is said to be irredundant if HSP(L) = HSP(L')
implies L = L' for any L,L' £ K. Obviously, the existence
of an infinite irredundant set of models of any given theory 8
implies that 8 has uncountably many extensions.
By a fact:.Q..E. of an algebra UI we shall mean any member
of HS(m). Part of the content of Corollary 2.l.7(i) can now
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be re-formulated in the following terms:
~ K be an arbitrary set of finite-models of a congruence-
distributive theory such that ~ is not a factor of ~ for any
distinct ~J~ E K. Then K is irredundant.
In this form 2.1.7(i) is an efficient means of proving that
a congruence-distributive theory e has a continuum number of
extensions. For each prime number p let Qp be the finite
modular lattice of all subspaces of the Desarguesian projective
plane coordinatized by the Galois field of order p. Baker [69]
shows that Bp is subdirectly irreducible and fails to be a
factor of 2p if q ~ p. Thus MA and ~ fortiori A
~ ~
have continuum many extensions. Notice however that the existence
of an infinite irredundant set of lattice theories does not
imply the existence of an infinite irredundant set of equations
over A; the existence of such a set is proved in McKenzie [70]
~
thus demonstrating, independently of Baker [69], that there are
continuum many lattice-theories. The existence of finitely-based
lattice-theories 8 and i such that 8 n W fails to be
finitely based is mentioned in Baker [71].
The existence of a continuum number of distinct group theories
proved to be the most difficult problem of all and, in fact,
a positive solution has only recently been obtained by Ol'~anskir
"[70]. Ol'ganskii's method is somewhat similar to the one for
lattices outlined above in that it involves the construction
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of an infinite set K of finite sUbdirectly
irreducible groups where U fails to be a factor of m for all
distinct aI, i8 e: K. However, since G~ is not congruence-distri-
butive, the use 2.1.7(i) to establish the irredundance of K
must be replaced by a much more sophisticated argument relying
heavily on the structure theory of groups and special properties
of the members of Kj we shall discuss this in more detail in
Chapter 3.
A short time after Ol'~anskii obtained his result Vaughn-
Lee [70] using a different method, constructed an infinite
irredundant set of equations over
Section 2.2. EquationallY complete theories
A theory 6 is called (equationally) complete if it is
consistent and has no proper consistent simple extension. We
shall see that the existence of an equationally complete extension
of any given consistent theory follows from simple set-theoreti-
cal considerations. The first systematic study of th~ structure
of lattices of theories was concerned with the number of equation-
ally complete extensions of various theories 8 and with their
characterization.
It is clear that 8 is equationally complete iff it is a
dual atom of ~he lattice Xh. Let 8C'~ < a, be any chain of
theories ordered by inclusion, Le., whenever ~ $ n < ct.
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Then from the completeness theorem, 1.3.1, we conclude that
Thus V e is consistent if each~<a ~ is consistent since the
inconsistent theory Eq is finitely based. We can now apply
Zorn's lemma to conclude that every consistent theory is included
in at least one equationally complete theory.
In first-order logic complete theories coincide with the
theories of individual relational structures. This of course is
not the case in equational logic where every theorY is, as we
.'
have seen, the theory of an individual algebra. However it is
easy to see that 8 is equationally complete iff it coincides
with the theory of each of its non-trivial models. The following
theorem is an immediate consequence of this fact.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let 6 be a consistent theory. Assume
there exists an algebra ~ such that for every non-trivial
ll3 E MOe we have
il € HSPlil and 1Il € HSPil,
then e is equationally complete.
This theorem proves useful in demonstrating equational
completeness in various cases.
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For every type I with at least one operation symbol
of positive rank there are at least two complete theories: the
theory of all variable-uniform equations and the theory
{a I'tI T: a, "I' E Te
r
n... Va} which is called the theory of all constant
algebras {of~ I}. The latter theory is obviously complete.
Let e be the former theory. consider any E E EqI '" a. One
side of E, say Eto contains a variable x not contained in the
other side. Choose y EVa"" (x) and let q:DC = x and cpz = y
for all Z E Va '" {x}; also let ~'y = y and ~'Z = x for all
Z € Va '" (y). If E
r
contains at least one variable, then
Y -6 su E - sUq>E t "'"8 sucp,E.e -'l' r (El (E l su ,E =- X;
'l' r
on the other hand, if E fails to contain a variable thenr
x ~ su' E - su E - su ,E -6 'l' t ( El q>r e q> r (E l su I E:t - y.
'l' ' 6
,t
in either case we get 6[r U (El]
~
is 6 is complete.
In Theorem 2.3.1 of the next chapter we shall see that if
I is a unary type then these are the only complete theories.
For binary and bi-unary types the situation is radically
different as the next theorem shows.
Equationally complete theories were first studied in a systematic
way in Kalicki [55] and Kalicki-scott [55]. The central result
of the first ~,per is the following.
Theorem 2.2.2. For each binary type K therE' are 2w
equationally complete theories of type I.
An arbitrary class K of algebras is.called (equationally)
'.
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complete if ThK has this property. Thus a variety is equa-
tionally complete if and only if it contains at least one non-
trivial algebra but does not have any proper subvariety with
this peoperty, i.e., if and only if it is an atom of the lattice
'lla.
Kalicki's approach to the proof of 2.2.2 is to construct
2w mutually disjoint varieties of type I. Then any two different
varieties mUst include distinct equationally complete sub-
varieties and this gives rise to 2w distinct equationally
complete theories. since it is clear there can be no more,
2.2.2 is established.
To fix ideas we assume that I is a type of groupoids; to
obtain a proof for the general case only minor modifications of
,
the following argument are required. Let Q be a binary operation
symbol and consider the infinite sequence of terms or , 1 ~ 1<. < W,
"
such that r1





denote the result of sUbstituting Y for x in r
"
For any A ~ W ~ {O,l} let B6 be the set consisting of the
following equations:
( 1) Qr1 (x)x .. Qr1 (y)y
(2) Qr (x)x .. Qr (x)x for every " € ~
" 1
(3) Qr (x)x .. x for every " € W ~ (~U (O,l)).
"
If ~ ,;, ~' , then B~ and B~, have no conunon non-trivial
models, i.e. ,
~[B~ U B~, 1 = Eq.
For if
" €













and by (1) this implies (x .. y) E alB UB., 1. It now only~" u
Kalicki(;.is consistent for allremains to show that B
6
demonstrates this by constructing a non-trivial model of B
6
"
For each ~ £. w ...... {O,l) let
where 0(6) is defined in the following way: for all R < W
Q«(;) (,,+1, K) = 0
Q «(;) (K+A, K) = 0 for all A E (;
( (;) for all «(; U (O,l))Q (K+>l, K) = K >l E W ~
( (;) K+1.Q lK,") =
It is easy to see that ~6 is a model of
The construction of the model of is a simple and
natural way of showing that B
6
is consistent but it should be
pointed out that the purely combinatorial methods discussed in the
last section in connection with Theorem 2.1.1 can also be used
for this purpose as we now show.
For the purposes of the present remarks only we shall call
a ter,m a symmetric if a = Qpp for some p € T~. Obviously
any substitution instance of a symmetric term is again symmetric.
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Notice that each x, 2 ~ K < 00, 1 and all of its non-variable
~
• stibterms are symmetric. consequently,
(4 ) Q1 (x)x and all of its substitution instances fail to
~
be symmetric while any substitution instance of a proper
non-variable subterrn of Qf {x)x is symmetric.
~
Set
w ~ (a u (O,l)) = ~ a and let
e = e[(QT (x)x .. x: ~ E ~ a)]
~ A
and consider any a such that X ~ ae . Using 2.1.1 it is an
easy matter to prove that for any p € Te, if p '" cr J then PS
'.
must be either a variable or a substitution instance of a non-
HenceQT (x)x with
A
in view of (4) with x = A, if p fails to be symmetric, then
variable subterm of one of the
it is either a variable or a substitution instance of one of
the QTA{X)X with A E ~ a. However, again with the aid of
(4 ) we see that neither side of any of the equations (1) or (2)
fits this description. Thus we have proved that, if r is the




for every E E r. We now apply 2.1.3 to conclude that
(5) (x" y) i eelf] = e[B],~ ~ a
constructed in the proof of 2.2.2 can be modified
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in other words, that B
6
is consistent.
The two different proofs of the consistency of B6 out-
lined above illustrate rather well the basic differences between
model-theoretical and proof-theo~~t~calmethods in equational
logic. The former are usually simpler and more direct while
the latter often give a deeper insight into the nature of the
problem at hand and consequently lend themselves more reaQily to
generalization. Thus in Chapter 4 we shall see how an analysis
of the nature of a formal proof in equational logic, like that
which led Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 but deeper, leads also to
solutions, mostly negative, of a large variety of decision
problems which do npt seem subseptible to a model-theoretical
attack; compare the remarks following the proof of Theorem 2.1.4.
Similar remarks apply to the discussion in Section 2.4.
It is not difficult to see that the definition of the model
II of BA A
so as to make W6 commutative while remaining a model of B~.
Alternatively, it can be checked that the proof of (5) outlined
above remains valid with only minor changes When B6 is extended
to include the commutative law. Thus, as was shown in Kalicki
[55], there ar.e 2w equationally complete theories of commutative
groupoids.
The number of equationally complete theories of type I
have been detormined for all I. If I contains a single unary
--
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operation symbol, F, then from the complete description of the
lattice ~I given in Theorem 2.3.1 of the next ~ection we
shall see that it contains exactly two dual atoms:
e[FX ,. xl
~
and e [Fx ,. Fyj ;
~
actually it is not hard to see that every unary type has exactly
two complete theories. If I is either binary or bi-unary with





atoms if a > ill and ill otherwise. The result for unary types
is due to Kalicki-Scott [55] and for arbitrary types to Burris
v[71aJ and Jezek [70]; for binary types the result was also obtained
by Fred Backer and Richard Thompson independently of Burris and
Je~ek.
using the same basic approach as Kalicki [55] Evans [71J has
been able to show that there is an uncountable number of equation-
ally complete quasigroup and loop theories. A quasigroup is
usually defined to be a groupoid (G,·) in which for all
a, bEG each of the equations
(5 ) x.a = band aoy = b
have a unique solution (while the associative law is not
required to hold). In this conception the class of quasigroups
do not form a variety but they do if the type is eKtended to
include binary operation symbols to denote the unique solutions,
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of the equations (5). We now make this definition formal.
Let I = {Q,DL,D
R
} where 0, DL , and DR are all binary
operation symbols. By the standard theory of all quasiqroups we
mean the theory
equations
of type I generated by the following
Thus for any quasigroup lI:u and any a, bEG,
DR(~) (a,b) and DL(~) (a,b) th 1t f dO "dO b bare e resu s 0 ~V1 1ng a y
on the right and on the left, respectively., The standard theory
of all loops, in symbols LO, is the simple extension of QG~~ ~~
obtained by adjoining the single equation
DRXX ~ DLYY
to the 4-equation base for QG" given above.
~~
It can be shown
with little difficulty that the theories of all associative quasi-
groups and all associative loops are definitionally equivalent to
G
~
by the same definition: pO =
-1
VI .vO·
Recall from section 2.1 that a theory of loops or quasigroups
is said to be anti-finite if it has no non-trivial finite model.
Theorem 2.2.3. both have equationally
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complete extensions; in fact, both have 2 w anti-finite eguation-
ally complete extensions.
We shall prove this theorem only for LO,; the argument need
~~
only be slightly modified to obtain the result for OG.~~




and the right powers
(3 )
a = (a"a) oa,
(4)a = a.(a.(a.», .•.
(4)
a = «a·a) 'a) 'a, .••
'.
of an element a. This is the fact exploited by Evans [71] in
his proof of the theorem.
For any subset A of the set E = {4,6,a,··} of all even
positive integers > 4 let c~ >; Eq consist of all the equations
(6) OK K+1~ x for all K E ~
(7) for all 1 € E ~ A.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2 it is not hard to prove that
8 = ~[C6 U C6 ,l = Eq whenever 6# 6' • In fact,
if 6 # 6' ,
then x,-1 K o"x"'"1o x ~ for some K E E and hence8
°Rxx
~ OK H.-I K ~ OK o"x K+1o x ~ x .8 R 8 R 8
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Since DRXX ~ DRyy is a loop identity we conclude that x AI y € 8.
In order to prove that C
6
is consistent for every 6 £ E
Evans formulates and proves an embedding theorem for partial loops.
For any non-empty set A and K < w, by a partial operation 0
of rank K on A we mean any function with domain a subset of
~ and range included in A. By a partial algebra of type I we
will mean any system 11= (A Q(II)
J Q€I such that A is a 000-
empty set and Q(m) is a partial operation on A of the same
rank as Q for each Q € I. In the context of partial algebras
we shall often refer to ordinary algebras as total algebras for
emphasis. Let be any partial binary operation on w ~ (OJ
and let K'~J~JV range over w ~ (0). Consider the following






1 0 K = Kol = K;
if , ,1 ~ and K
O
'
and KO~ are both defined, then
KO' ,1 X" \.1;
if , ,1 ~ and ,oK and WK are both defined, then
,oK ,1 /-1- x,;
if K,1 1, then
I{,: Ko, is unde fined} I = I{~: WK is undefined} I = W;
if K ,1 1, then
1{,,1 KO~ for every ~ such that KO~ is defined} I = w
I {1T: ,.-,1 v oK for every v such that v o• is defined} I = w;
(13) I {(,,~l): 'o~ is defined and 'o~ = K}I < w;
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(14) I(K:KFA'>L for all A,>L Buchthat A'>L iBdefined}l=w,
The following theorem is proved in Evans [71].
Theorem 2.2.4. Let be any partial operation on
w ~ (O) such that conditions (8)--(14) hold for all K € W ~ (O),
Then there exists a loop
(15)
such that Q(ll) (K,A) = K'A for all KJA E w ~ (0 ) for which
K'A is defined and
( ll)
Di)(A,A) 1 for allDR (K,K) = =,--
K,A E w ~ (O),
To prove this theorem take any w-ordering (KO,AO)' (K1,A 1 ),
of (w "'" (a}) x (w ""' (O}). We define by recursion a sequence of
partial operations
(16)
on w ~ (O) such that
=
, 0'
conditions (8)--(14) with hold for each 1J. < wand
K € W ""' {OJ, and the domain of , is included in that of
v
whenever 1J. < v < w. Furthermore, for each 1J. < w we have that
(17)
(18)
K • A is defined,
>L >L >L
there exist p,~ E W""' (OJ such that K • 7r and
>L >L
p' K are both defined and equal to A.
>L >L >L
It is clear how this sequence of partial operatio~s is to be defined.
Now define Q(~) (~,p) for all ~,p € W ~ (O) by setting it equal
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to K 0 ~ where (IT,p) = (K ,~ )0 From the fact that conditions
>l >l >l >l >l
(9) and (10) (for all K € W ~ (O) and with • = . ) and (7) and
>l
(18) hold for all >l < w we conclude that operations D(ll) andR
(iI)
exist that make II in (15) a loop; in view of (16) thisDL
proves Theorem 2.2.4.
The equations (6) and (7) are one-variable equations and
because of this their satisfaction in a given loop U depends on
the value of Q(W) (a,b) for a relatively limited number of pairs
a,b € A. It is just for this reason that 2.2.4 is useful in con-
structing a non-trivial model of and Evans' construction,
which we now describe, illustrates this fact very well.
be the sequence of all positive primesLet PI J P2' P3' ...
in their natural order. For a given 6 c E = {4,6,8, .. ) define




1 0 K = Ko 1 = K for every K € W~ (O);
,
for every K E W~ {O } and ~ € W~ (O,l)
( ~) ~-1K = P K
( ~) ~-1 if ~ is odd= KPK K
P~ if ~ € 6K
~-1 if ~ € E ~ 6.P K
In this last expression ( ~)K and CA) K represent the left- and
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denote powers of under ordinary multiplication
of integers. It is easily checked that satisfies conditions




Heney by 2.2.4 there exists a
( 1I~)
such that Q agrees with
whenever the latter is defined. U~ is easily seen to be a model
andis consistent for allof (6) and (7) which shows c~
completes the proof of the first part of 2.2.3. To prove the
existence of a continuum number of anti-finite equationally complete
loop theories one need only observe that there are 2w distinct
subsets t::. of E which contain K~ for each x, 2 S K < W,
and that for each such 6 the variety ~[Ct::.] is anti-finite;
this last observation follows immediately from the easily established
fact that the identity
I I I I I(OX) x.- x ~ Ox.- xX. holds in every
finite loop of order x.
The model-theoretical demonstration of the consistency of
C6 given above can be replaced by a purely combinatorial one
similar to the alternate proof of the consistency of outlined
in the remarks following the proof of 2.2.2. In this case however
the argument is .much more complicated; in particular, as was pointed
out in Section 2.2, Theorem 2.1.2 can be of no direct use in
proving that x ~ y fails to be a consequence of the equations
(6) and (7) since, for instance, x ~ DRQxy is a loop identity
and hence for all
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TJO € Te. In Chapter 4 we shall
present certain results that are established by purely combina-
torial methods and from which Theorem 2.2.3 follows as an easy
corollary.
A result stronger than the first part of 2.2.3 was obtained
earlier by Bol'bot [67]. The theory of totally symmetric guasi-
groups is defined relative to QG by the equations
~~
DRXy = Qxy and DLxy ~ Qyxj this theory definitionally equivalent
to the theory of groupoids defined by the two equations
x' (x·y) = y, (x.y) .y = x •
Bol'bot [67J shows that there are even a continuum number of
equationally comp~ete theories of totally symmetric quasigroups.
Evans (71] defines a theory of loops to be anti-associative
if it has no non-trivial group for a model. Since every consistent
variety of groups contains a finite non-trivial group we see ~hat
every anti-finite loop theory is also anti-associative. On the
other hand, Evans [71] shows that equationally complete anti-
associative loop theories exist which fail to be anti-finite.
Since every such theory is the theory of a finite loop there can
be at most denumerably many of them; if is still an open question,





Equationally complete associative loop theories coincide with
equationally complete group theories and will be described below.
Embedding theorems for partial algebras, like Theorem 2.2.4,
play an important role the theory of varieties 0+ non-associative
systems. Mal'cev [66] used an embedding result quite similar to
that of 2.24 to construct a quasigroup (considered as a groupoid)
with an finitely-based but undecidable equational theory; cf.
Chapter 4. More recently, Bol'bot [70], [72] has obtained some
interesting results which show that for certain theories e there
is a very close connection between partial algebras and extensions
of S. In order to present these results conveniently we intro-
duce some terminology.
Let ~ and 15 be partial algebras of type I. i8 is. said
to be an extens ion.Q!. at if A = Band Q u.n S Q (0)
Q € I, i.e., ~ and ~ have the same universe and
( Ill)Q (a, ... , a )
o ,,-1 is defined and equals when-
ever the latter is defined. ~ is a total extension of m if it
is a total algebra. The relation that holds between partial
algebras ~ and ~ when ~ is an extension of ~ is easily
seen to be a complete lower semi-lattice ordering but is, in
general, not even a ordinary lattice ordering since it is a
trivial matter to construct two partial algebras with no common
extension. If we adjoin an arbitrary element, which we denote
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by 1m:' to the set of extensions of 9I and arbitrary specify
that lij is an extension of all extensions of U, then the
extension-ordering does become a complete lattice ordering. The
corresponding lattice will 'be called the lattice of extensions of
ij. The total algebras constitute the dual atoms of this lattice.
If m is a partial algebra, then by the theory of ti, in symbols
Th9I, we shall understand the theory of the set of all possible
total extensions of ~.
The entire discussion of polynomial operations which appears
at the beginning of Section 1.6, including the terminology and
notation introduced there, can be carried over to partial algebras
virtually without change of course, in the present situation
polynomial operations are only partial operations.
We will be particularly interested in those partial algebras
~ of arbitrary binary type which satisfy the following two
conditions:
(21) For each a E A there exists a polynomial operation
P such that P (x) = a for all x € A.
a a
(22) There exists a A £ A xA such that, for all a,.b € A
such that a # b, either (a,b) € A or (b/a) € X I and
for every (a,b) € A there is a binary polynomial operation
P such that
a,b
P b(a,x) = P b(a,y) for all x,yeA
a , a,
while
P~ ~(b,x) c x for all X E A.
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The following theorem generalizes a result implicit in
Bol'bot [70J.
Theorem 2.2.5. Let W be any partial algebra of binary
type satisfying conditions (21) and (22). and let m be an
extension of m.
(i) If $' is any other extension of m, then 2'
is an extension of ~ iff Thm cThm'; thus. in particular,
III = lll' iff Thill = Thlll' •
(ii) Thm is equationally complete iff' m is a total
extension of 91.




by the terms and Gab' respectively. From (21) it is
(23) Q lll( ) b 1'£fao,···,ax._l =
clear that for all Qe I and aO,···,ax._l' b€A,
(QT (x)· •• T (x) ~ Tb (x) € Thllla O a 7(.-1
and that the same equivalence holds when m is replaced by 2'.
Thus we have that Thm £ Thm' implies m' is an extension of 0i
the implication in the opposite direction follows from the fact
that if ~I is an extension of ~ then the set of total
extensions of ~l is included in the set of total extensions
of Ill. Thus (i) holds.
To prove (ii) consider any non-trivial ~ E HSpm. For each
a E A let ha be the unique element in the range of the constant
polynomial operation over ~ that is represented by the term
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'T. In view of (23) and the fact that Ii is a model of The we
a
conclude immediately that h is a homomorphism from m into Ii.
suppose a,b E A (which is also the universe of B) such that
a yi. b but ha = hb. Then we have
(24)
Without loss of generality we may assume (a,b) € A. Then by
(22) the equations CJ b(T ,x) l'::l (j b('\' ,y)
a, a a, a
and
both hold in Thm and hence also in Thli which together with
(24) imply that x l'::l y E Thli. Thus Ii is trivial which is
contrary to assumption. Thus we have shown that h is an
isomorphism from m into Ii and hence that i8 E HSPIi for every
non-trivial Ii E HSPiB. We now conclude from Theorem 2.2.1 that
Th~ is equationally complete; and by an analogous argument one
can shaw that every equationally complete extension of Th~
can be obtained in this way and so (ii) is established.
Bol'bot [70] uses this theorem to obtain the following
generalization of Theorem 2.2.2; a somewhat weaker version of
the theorem was independently obtained by Jeiek [70].
Theorem 2.2.6. Let I be any binary type and X any
finite set of non-trivial theories·of type I. Then there are
2 w equationally complete theories a which fail to be extensions
of any theory in x.
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To fix ideas we assume that I is a groupoid type consisting
of the single binary operation O. For each t e H choose a non-
trivial E € I and let E be the set of all of them. Let r be
the set of all terms which occur as a subterm of either side of
at least one member of r. Choose anyone-one function
K: Ter>_>w ~ (0,1] which satisfies the following two conditions:
(25) K maps r onto an initial segment of w ~ {O,l} under
the natural ordering of integers;
(26) whenever 'r' and OfT are both contained in r where
is any term, then = K +1.
"
We now define a partial binary operation • on w by stating
a series of conditions it is required to satisfy.
(27) whenever Q~cr e r then K'X is defined and ~s equal
" (J
to
(28) 1."1. = 1.+1 for each I.E W~ (O,l);
(29) ifif
o < A < W
A. = .0;
(30) A" (A+!rl+3) = 0 for every A < W
(31) 0'1. = 0 for every A < W
(32) 1, (H Irl+4) = A for every A < W
It is easy to see that conditions (27)--(32) taken together are
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consistent so that the partial operation actually exists.
For instance, condition (26) assures the consistency of (27)
and (28).
Let W be the partial algebra (w,·). We will show that U
satisfies conditions (21) a~d (22). The sequence ~~, A < w, is
defined by recursion by the conditions
.,. = x
o
For each A < w let
and for each ~ < w·
The sequence 0
1
, A € W~ (0], is defined by recursion
Finally for each ~J 0 < ~ < w, let
7r" (x,y) = Qa,,_l(x) 'Irl+4 (y).
For each
over if
~ • w let p ~
represented by
be the partial polynomial operation
p~. Let A = (",~): ~ < ,,< w) and
for each (",~) € A and let p,,~ be the polynomial operation
represented by It is now an easy matter to check that
conditions (21) and (22) hold in iI. Thus the conclusions of
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Theorem 2.2.6 hold for ~ and we have that the theory of each
total extension of ~ is complete and that distinct extensions
of ~ give distinct theories. Since there are obviously 2 w
distinct extensions we have 2w distinct equationally complete
theories. Moreover, it is easily seen that from condition (27)
that none of these theories extends any theory in X. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
In [72] Bol'bot Theorem 2.2.6 is relativized to loops thus
generalizing Theorem 2.2.3. In particular he proves that if t
is any member of a certain special non-empty class of loop-
theories, then 2.2.6 continues to hold when X is taken to be a
finite set of non-trivial extensions of t and 8 is required
to be an extension of t. Roughly speaking Bol1bot proves this
theorem by combining Theorem 2.2.4 and Lemma 2.2.5 but the actual
construction is quite complicated.
In constrast to what, in view of the previous discussion,
seems to be the common situation for non-associative systems
there are only countably many equationally complete semigroup
theories and the same is true for most of the familiar associative
systems. See Section 1.6 for definition of the special semi-
group and group theories referred to in the following theorem
which is due to Kalicki-Scott (55].
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Theorem 2.2.7. (i) There are w equationally complete
theories of serniqroups. In particular they are: .'3,t.,t' ~ " .[~,
Al:'l' and AE for each prime )4. < w.
~~~ -- ~x
(ii) There are w equationally complete theories of groups.
In particular they are the theories AG
~~x
for each prime K < w.
Let K be the set of all semigroup theories listed part (i)
of the theorem.
We first prove that each theory in X is actually equationally
complete. This can be done in either a model-theoretical or
combinatorial way; in the former approach one finds for each
theory a < II a semigroup !Ia = (A a,0 (al) satisfying the
hypothesis of Theorem 2.2.1- If a is either ~tJ .(l.tr' fl:, or .~~ .
~.tll we can take A to be [0,1 ] and the operation o (a) isa















and, for each prime K < W, ~l: is taken to be the cyclic group
~~x
of order x· It is now an easy matter to check that, for each of
the theories a < ll, every non-trivial model of a has a sub-
algebra isomorphic to me; for instance, let 0 be a model of
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~fll with at least two distinct element~, say a and b. Then
either a·b # a or a·b # b. Thus either [aJa.b] or (b,aob]
forms the universe of a subalgebra of o isomorphic to ~.l:11·
Therefore we conclude from 2.2.1 that each of the theories in X
is equationally complete.
Another way of showing a theory e is complete is to obtain
a characterization of the equations of e that is so explicit
that it allows you to prove that e together with any equation
not in 8 generates the inconsistent theory. It turns out that
this can be done for each of the theories in K. We have already
observed in the remarks following the proof of 2.1.4 that ~tll
consists of all variable-uniform equations, i.e., a ~ T € ~~ll
iff every variable occurring in a also occurs in T and vice-
versa. We also have
nl: ~ = {xO' ~ x'l': x € va, o','I"€ Te}
~~.
(as explained in section 1.6, when writing terms here we delete
all occurrences of the operation symbol in accordance with the
usual convention when dealing with semigroup theories. Thus
~~t consists of all equations both sides 'of which begin with
the same variabIe) ;
m: = {ax ~ 'I"X: x € Va, 0','1" € Te};
~~r
0', 'I' € Te "'" Va};
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and for each prime K < w, AE consists of all equations
~~"
where for each-variable x the number of occurrences of x in
cr is congruent modulo K to the number of times it occurs in ~.
Using these characterizations it is a trivial matter to show
that each of the theories cannot be
properly extended to a consistent theory. It is somewhat more
difficult to do this in the case of the group theories as
we now see. Let )(. be any prime and consider any equation
a ~ If' such that for some variable x the nwnbers ~ and 'V
of occurrence of x in a and 'f', respectively, are not congruent
modulo K. Let
We want to show r is inconsistent. By substituting yK for y
a ~ If' for each variable Y F x we see thatin xl-l '""" x'V
r '
clearly we can assume that I-l'( v < xo Combining both sides of
this equivalence with and setting we conclude
that
(34) 7rX Y ~ Y
r
Because 0 < 'If < Rand R is prime, 7r is congruent to 1 modulo K.
Thus from (34) we conclude that xy - y.r This uJ.plies r is
inconsistent since it contains the commutative law.
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We now turn to the proof that K contains every equationally
complete theory of semigroups. It is obvious that this will be
the case if we can prove that, for every non-trivial sernigroup ~,
(35)
for some 8 E X. Let m be a non-trivial semigroup. Assume
for the time being that ~ is not idempotent. If every element
of ~ is of infinite order,then clearly (35) holds with
8 = A~ for every prime K. SO we may assume that m contains
~~K
a non-idempotent element b of finite order. Let A,~ be
the smallest pair of numbers p,~ such that 0 < p < ~ < wand
b P = b
1T
, and set v = 1-1-).' Then
•
and either A > 1 or v > 1. If v > 1 then, for each prime
divisor K of v, ~~ is a homomorphic image of the subalgebra
"U .......x, 1
of f8 whose universe is (b A,bA+ ,'" ,bA+V-1 }. We can assume
therefore that v = 1. In this case, {bk-l ,bk } forms the
~ which is isomorphic to 1I~~ll
Therefore, we can assume that ~ is idempotent. Since
universe of a subalgebra of
~ is non-trivial it contains two distinct elements a and b.
Either ab ~ a or ab ~ b. We assume the first non-equality
holds; the argument is similar in the other case. If aba F ab,
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then (using the idempotency of 0) tab, aba) forms the universe
of a subalgebra isomorphic to mO~. On the other hand, if
~~L
aba = abJl then {aJab) forms a subalgebra isomorphic to tIrr:"
~~
Hence for every non-trivial semigroup m, (36) holds for some
e € K. This completes the proof of part (i). The proof of
part (ii) is very similar but less complicated. We omit the
details. This completes the proof of 2.2.7.
Recall that AG
~~K
is definitionally equivalent to
for each positive R < w. Thus in a sense every equationally
complete group-theory is also an equationally complete semigroup
theory.
Comparing Theorems 2.2.3 and 2.2.7 we have another, and
even more striking example of the fundamental difference between
the equational logic of associative and non-associative system.
This difference will be constantly manifested throughout our
work.
Tarski [56) has shown that there are also a denumerable
number of equationally complete theories or rings. They
naturally fall into two classes: (i). For each prime )(. < w
the theory of the additive cyclic group of order ~ with
trivial multipli~ation. This theory is generated relative to
the theory of all commutative rings by the two equations
~ ~ x and x·y ~ O.
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(ii). For each prime K < w the theory of the finite field
of order K. This theory is generated over the theory of commutative
rings by
KX ~ X and ,,+1x ~ x.
In the same paper Tarski also characterizes the equationally
complete theories of relation algebras. Finally, we remark that
it is easy to see that the only equationally complete theory
of lattices is ~A, the theory of all distributive lattices.
~~
section. 2.3. The structure of relativized lattices of theories
and the covering relation.
We will be chiefly concerned in this section with those
lattices of theories ~[e] whose structure has been systematically
investigated with the idea of describing it in detail. However,
a complete description of ~[e] has actually been obtained in
only a few cases. Most of the information we have about rela-
tivized theory-lattices is of a general character, like the nature
of the sublattices embeddable as sublattices in th[8], rather
than more specific information that might lead to an intrinsic
characterization of the isomorphism class of 2:h [f)]. The
investigation3 of these general properties will be reported on
the latter sections of the chapter.
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The only types I for which the lattice ~I of all
theories of type I have been described in detail are unary
types, and in this case the description is complete. This was
first done by·Jacobs-schwabauer [64] in the case I consists
of a single unary operation symbol, and their result is based
on the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.1. ~ I= (F) with F unary and a € ThI .
Then e is I-based and if e F EqI' Tar then it is generated
by an equation in one of the two forms
( i)
where x, A < w, A > 0 in (i) and K > 0 in (ii). Furthermore
any two distinct equations of form (i) or (ii) generate distinct
theories.
consider any consistent E € Eqr. If E is variable
uniform then it is clearly interderivable with one of the equations
(i) . If E is not variable-uniform, then it is interderivable
with equation of the form K+j. FKy with o < K < andan F x
"
w
j. < w· But then by substituting Fy for y we easily derive
(ii) while on the other hand F~+lx
"
FKy is obviously derivable
from (ii). Thus any l-based consistent theory is generated by
one of the equations (i) or (ii) and it is easily seen that
distinct equations generate distinct theories. Thus it only
remains to show that every theory is I-based.
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Let r be an arbitrary finite or infinite set of equations of
the form (i) or (ii). We can assume without 105s of generality that
A > 0 for all equations of type (i) contained in r. Let x
be the least ordinal among all the x and let ~ be the
greatest common divisor of all the A (if r contains exclusively
equations of type (ii) take I = 1). To prove the theorem it
is sufficient to prove that A[r] is generated by
~
or
u+1 ..F ~ F~yY = x ~
depending on whether r consists exclusively of equations of
type (i) or not. It is clear we can assume r is finite and
hence that it has just two members EO,E1 ; for the time being
assume EO,E1 are both of type (i) so that
~o
F::I' F x) J
~l
F::I' F x).
Furthermore, we can assume without loss of generality that
~ = Let such that and choose
any v such that '1l+VAO ~ xl" Then
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Thus
(1) r 1= 6;
on the otherhand, it is obvious that each member of r is a
consequence of 6, hence s[rl = S[6J.
~ ~
Assume now that at least one of the two equations of r
is of type (ii), say
J<. +1 1<.( = (F 0 x ~ F Oy) •
o
We first observe that by sUbstituting x for y in EO and
in all the other equations of r of type (ii) we can prove
(2) x+l )(.rl=F x~Fx





and hence EO F F'VX ~ FUy for every \I;?: 1<0+1. Now choosing \I
such that x+\J ~ xO+1 we have by (2)





completes the proof of the theorem.
It is oml an easy matter to describe exactly the structure




for all (K,X) E wX (w~(O), and
for all x E W'" (O). These theories are all distinct, and for
all (K,X), (K',X'}EWX(W~(O}) and ",,,'EW~(O},
a c ax.' AI iff K> K' and X' divides X,KX
• C •,,'
iff ,,' > ",
"





e c t never holds.
KX - "
This completely describes the lattice ordering of %hI" Every
theory is finitely based, in fact I-based, and the lattice is
denumerable. The only two equationally complete theories are
and these are respectively the theories of all
variable-uniform equations and of all constant algebras.
An obvious extension of the above analysis leads to a
complete description of ~I for any unary type I. For instance,
IThII is always the maximum of wand III and, if IIi < w,
then every 8 e ThI is finitely based. Also, for. every unary I,
where
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there exist just two equationally co~plete theories of type I.
For all bi-unary and binary types I the structure of :thI is
very complicated as the discussion of the previous two sections
shows. No description of any of these lattices is available that
resembles that of the lattice of unary theories. Most of the
facts known about these lattices are trivial consequences of
results obtained for various relativized theory-lattices about
which we shall report on in this and the remaining sections of
the chapter. The one important except to this rule is the
work of McKenzie (71] discussed in some detail in Section 2.4
belOW'.
It turns out that there are very few theories e for
which the lattice ::th[ 8] has been completely described, and
in most of these cases the theory lies "high up" in the latt~'Ce
~ in a sense we now describe.
A theory t will be called semi-complete if
~n~n···n~
o 1 "
{PO' ... '~K} is any finite set of complete theories. Let
a be any theory such that ~[al is distributive. Suppose
I, 'fo, ••• ,'fx.€Th[Sl where the '1'>., are complete and suppose that
~On '!'In .. · n~" c~.
"
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Then by the distributivity of ~[el we have
Since the Yx are complete we have either • V ~ = Eq ·orA
is distributive, then i is semi-complete whenever:th[ eJ
for each It follows therefore that, if
...
..
includes a semi-complete theory. Also, a semi-complete theory
can have only a finite number of complete extensions and any
~o semi-complete theories are identical just in case they have
the same complete extensions. These observations can be summed
up in the following way: the set of all semi-complete extensions
of 8 forms a dual ideal of the lattice Xh[8]; furthermore,
the function which assigns to each finite set X of complete
extensions of e the semi-complete theory nJ( is a dual
isomorphism between the Boolean set ring of all finite subsets
of the set of complete theories in ~[a] and the dual ideal of
all semi-complete theories of Zh[8]. Any lattice ~I[a] of
theories which satisfies the conditions just described will be
called an (upper) partial Boolean ring.
Observe that, if ~[a] is a partial Boolean ring and
I is any semi-complete extension of a, then Zh[t] is a finite
Boolean algebra of cardinality 2 R where K ,is the number of
complete extensions of ~. Thus, if 8 has an infinite number
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of complete extensions, then Xh[i] has a principal dual ideal
is?ffiOrphic to any given finite Boolean algebra.
As we have seen, if Xh[S] is distributive, in particular,
if e is congruence-distributive, then Xh[SJ is a partial
Boolean ring ; hence Zh[~] is a partial Boolean ring but
of course there is a very little content in this result since
Xh[~] contains only one complete theory. Although the condition
of distributivity cannot be eliminated it can be replaced by
modula~ity in certain circumstances.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let e be any theory satisfying the
following condition:
(i) for every finite set H of complete extensions of
e and for every complete extension II of 8,
nK c t iff t € K.
Then Zh[sJ is a partial Boolean ring when it is modular.
Assume t E Th[S] ~ (Eq} and X is a finite set of complete
theories in Th[S]. In order to prove the theorem it suffices
to prove that i is semi-complete whenever
nK ct.
Let £ = (~: t £ ~ € K) and £. = K ~ £. Then
..
(4) nK etc n£ cEq.
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By definition of ~
for each If E r..', and, by (i), (5) holds for every complete
theory not included in l'. Thus ~ V nr.' = Eq; this
equality together with (4) would imply that ~[e] includes a
5-elernent non-modular sublattice unless t = nr.. Hence the
modularity of 1h[8] implies that t is semi-complete.
Condition 2.3.2(i) seems to hold for a variety of theories
8 including the theories G or groups and E of semigroups.
~ ~
In fact, G and E both satisfy a somewhat stronger condition
~ ~
as we now see.
\
Theorem 2.3.3. Let 8 be either G or E. Then for any
~ ~
finite set X £ Th[e] and any (not necessarily complete) t E Th(e] I
n J( c i iff If s; t for some If € X.
We consider first the case e = Eo Let ~ be an arbitrary
complete sernigroup-theoryo To prove the theorem it is obviously
sufficient to consider any 'O'~l E Th(~] and to prove that
(6 )
This proof will depend on the simple structural characterization
of the equations in ~ that was described in the proof of 2.2.7.
As in the first case take ~ = The hypothesis of (6)
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implies the existence of terms aO,alJ~O'~l such that
(7) and
By replacing these equations by substitution instances if
necessary we may assume that they do not contain occurrences
of any variables other than x and y. Consider the equation E
that results from substituting
in the equation
for x and for y
(8)
Then E i ,g~t since it is of form px ~ (f':f for some p,1T" e Te.
On the other hand, E E ~O since it is a substitution instance
of (8) which is obviously contained in ~O in view of the first
formula of (7). From the second formula of (7) we get that E
is a ~l-consequence of equation (8) with x substituted for y;
since this last equation is in E we have
~
This proves
(6) when • = .()~t and a symmetric argument proves (6) with
i = Q.~r. similar arguments work .in all the remaining cases also,
and we omit details. We shall just briefly indicate in each
case the construction of the equation E € (~On ~l) ~ i from
given equations 60 € YO ~ iR and 61 € '1"" t .
• =~~ll: then 00 = (crO(x,y) ~ "O(x) and
°1 = (crl(x,y) ~ "lex)) where crO(x,y), crl(x,y) contain
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occurrences of x,y but ~O(x), T1(X) contain only occurrences
of x. Observe that 0'0 (x,x) ~ TO(X) is a consequence of 00j
thus by replacing TO(X) by 0'0 (x,x) in °0 if necessary we
can assume that both sides of °0 are
this case we can take




(x '" xl. Now
By substituting xare non-variables.0'0 J' 0"1
variables occurring in 60 '°1 we can assume
'0+1
positive AO' Al < w, 60 = (x ~ x), °1 =
'0'1+1
take E = (x ~ x) •
where
t = ~~ for arbitrary prime ~: then 60 ,61 are equations
with the property that for some variable x the number of
occurrences of x in (60 ) t fails to be congruent modulo ~
to the number of occurrences of x in (oO)r' and similarly
for 6
1
, By first substituting the proper power of x for x




x for all the other variables
"0 "1+'1 "1
'" x ) and 61 = (x '" x )













Evans [71a] has obtained a related result. If a is any
theory which is not included in anyone of the four non-group
complete sernigroup-theories, then e is an extension of some
theory BE of Burnside groupe. This implies a special case of
~~"
Theorem 2.4.3: the set of sem~group-theorieswhich fail to
include anyone of the non-group complete semi-group theories
forms a dual ideal of :t:h[Elo
~
It is well-known that ~[G] is modular (see also the
~
remarks preceding Theorem 2.3.4). Thus by 2.3.2 and 2.3.3
~[G] is a partial Boolean ring. This fact is however also
~
an easy consequence of Corollary 1.7.2 and the obvious fact that
o .
the set of complete group-theories coincides with the set of
AG where K is a square-free positive integer; the meet of
~~"
this set is AG.
~~
.
We do not know if E is a partial Boolean algebra although
~
it seems very likely that it is. Theorem 2.3.2 cannot be applied
directly since is known not to be modular. However J
Evans [7la} and Tamura [66] have shown that the dual ideal gen-,
erated by the semi-complete theory
(9 )
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formed by the intersection of the four non-group complete semi-
group theories is a 16-elernent Boolean algebra. ~hey have also
explicitly exhibited a finite base for each of these sixteen
theories. For example, the theory (9) turns out to have a base
relative to consisting of the equations xyzw F::l xzyw,
'.
2 2xy F:1 X y, and xy F::l xy. using this result it is not hard to
show that the meet of all complete semigroup theories is
,§r;[XYZW F::l xzyw] .
~
The lattice ~[~]. of ring-theories also turns out to be
a partial Boolean ring; this is a consequence of a more
general result we now discuss.
In analogy to motion of a congruence-distributive variety
defined in Section 2.1 we call a variety K congruence-modular
if every member of K has a modular lattice of congruence
relations. A variety is called congruence-permutable if for
every mE K and congruence relations R,S on W we have
( 10)
where the relative product Ris of an arbitrary pair R,S of
congruence relations on m is defined by the formula
Ris = [(x,z): xRy and ySz for some yEA).
It follows almost immediately from the definitions of the
notions involved that the join R VS of Rand S in the
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lattice of congruence relations on ~ is the set-theoretical
union of the relations Rls, RlsIR, RlsIRls,···. Hence (10) is
equivalent to the condition
(11) R vS = Ris.
Thus an arbitrary variety K is congruence-permutable iff for
each mE K the equality (II) holds for all congruence relations
R,S on ~. Using this fact it is not difficult to prove that K
is congruence-modular whenever it is congruence-permutable;
cf. Birkhoff [67], p.162, Theorem 4.
An arbitrary theory e is congruence-modular, or conqruence-
permutable, if MOe is. Recall that ~[e] can be construed
As in thelJr 8.
w
case of congruence-distributivity it follows immediately from
as a sublattice of the congruence lattice of
this that, if e is congruence-modular, then Xh[6] is
modular, and if e is congruence-permutable, then we must have
(12) • v~ = .I~
for all .,~ € Th[8].
Theorem 2.3.4. Theorem 2.3.3 continues to hold when e
is taken to be any conqruence-permutable theory.
suppose ~ is any consistent extension of a and ~O'YI
are arbitrary members of Th [81 such that. ~0' ~1 t •. Then
taking ~ to be ~O and ~l in (12) we get
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Thus there exist terms TO(X,y), T2 (X,y) in which only the
variables x,y may occur such that
and
Thus
x -. "O("l(x,y) ,y) -w nw "O(Y'Y) ~ Y
• '0 '1 ~
Therefore 't'0 n'f0 t I. This proves the theorem.
Combining this result with 2.3.2 and using the fact that
every congruence-permutable theory is congruence-modular we get
Corollary 2.3.5. If e is conqruence-permutable, then
VI [8] is a partial Boolean ring.
It is well known that the theories G
~
of groups and p
~





and we have a new proof that 1h[G]
~
is partial-
There is one more theory that we want to discuss whose
lattice of extensions turns out to be a partial Boolean algebra.
Let I be any type containing only operation symbols of positive
rank. A theory 8 of type I will be called a theory of idem-
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potent algebras (of type I) if it contains the equation
QX"'XF::IX
for each Q E I.
Theorem 2.3.6. Let I be any type which contains only
operation symbols of positive rank. Let 8 be the theory of
all idempotent algebras of type I. Then ~[B] is a partial
Boolean algebra.
We first prove the following lemma.
(13) Consider any t,l{ E ThI such that t V'f = EqI then
for all e' E Th[ el we have
e' = (e' n~) v (e' n~).
There exists a finite sequence fO(X,y) J···'~K(X,y) of terms
including only the variables x and y such that
Consider any cr "'" p E 8' and observe that for each ). < )(. we
have
Thus by substituting cr for x and p for y in (14) we
get a'" p E (e'n~) v (e'n~) Hence e! c (e'n~) V (e'n~)
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and since the inclusion in the opposite direction is obvious we
have (13).
It follows easily from (13) that Condition 2.3.2(i) holds.
In fact let i be a complete extension of a and YO'Y1
arbitrary extensions of 8 such that YO'Y1 i to. By (13) we
have ~O = (~On ~l) V (~On ~); thus
Therefore, ~O n ~l ~ ~.
We cannot now apply 2.3.2 directly to conclude that lh[S]
is a partial Boolean algebra since as far as we know Xh[8] is
not modular. However, by examining the proof of 2.3.2 we see
that the theorem remains true if the condition that th[8] be
modular is replaced by the weaker condition that lh[S] fail to
contain any 5-element non-modular sublattice whose largest
element ~s Eq. But from (13) it is easily seen that this latter
condition is satisfied when 8 is the theory of idempotent
algebras; we omit details.
It is an open question whether or not Theorem 2.3.2 remains
true when the condition that lh[8] is modular is simply
omitted. Also, in view of the preceding discussion, it seems
natural to ask if every lattice of theories is a partial Boolean
algebra. Although this seems highly unlikely to us we do not
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know of any counterexample. In particular we do not know if
::th[LP]
~~
is a partial Boolean algebra.
Bol'bot [70] and Jezek [70] have independently shown that
if I is any binary type then the intersection of all complete
theories of type I is Tar; see Theorem 2.2.6. Moreover,
Jezek [70] shows that if I is, bi-unary then this intersection
coincides with the set of all equatio~s which are either
tautolQgies of contain no occurrences of variables. In this
connection see also McNulty [73].
We close our discussion of the structural characteristics
of theory-lattices relating to complete theories by observing
that not every theory e is determined in Xh by the complete
theories which include it. In fact we have already Been that
for each prime x A~ is the only complete theory including
~~K
~.tA for every A which is a power of x,. Also each of the
continuum number of distinct lattice-theories in included in only
one complete theory, ~lL' A theory is
defined to be pre-complete if it is included in a unique
equationally complete theory. Thus every lattice-theory and
every theory of Burnside groups of prime-power exponent is pre-
complete; in the case of groups it is easy to se~ that this
Fajtolowi~z-
exhausts all pre-complete theories. In~SUbraman~an-Sundararamen
(71] and Sundararaman (73] the pre-complete theories of rings,
modules (over a given ring), and linear algebras are characterized.
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Apart from the more-or-less trivial cases where 8 is
semi-complete there are very few theories a for which a
detailed description of the structure Qf Xh[8J is available.
As we have seen such a description is available for the th~ory
~ of Abelian groups. The lattices Xh[~2] and Xh[~~]
have also completely described; see Jonsson· [GG] and Remeslen-
nikov [65]. For the other group varieties defined in Section
1.7 the problem is open and appears to be formidable. Recently
there has been a considerable amount of research done on this
problem, particularly in connection with the theory ~2 of
solvable groups of length 2. The results of this work will
be discussed in ~ection 2.7 below.
We do not know of any results which give a complete
characterization of any non-trivial lattice ~[e] where
e is a theory of rings. However a number of different semi-
group-theories have been extensively studied.
One of these is the lattice 1h[AE] of all commutative
~
semigroup theories. The structure of this lattice has not been
completely described and in light of available information
it is clear that this structure is complicated enough so that
no description will ever be obtained comparable, say, to that
which is available for ~[~] or ~[~2]' On the other
hand, there are several pieces of evidence available to suggest
that the structure of ~[AE] is relatively simple. For example,
~
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Perkins [69] has' proved that every e e Th[AE]
.~~
is finitely-based,
cf. Chapter 3. Also, as we have previously noted, At is the
. . ~~
intersection of the set of Abelian group-theories for all
positive )l < w, and !. fortiori, the set of cOJr!lt\utative sernigroup
theories for all positive In the latter case
however we can say even. IIK>re. Let e be any proper extension
of AI:; since AI: is the set of all
........... "" .......
balanced equations
this means that a contains an equation 'I' ~ 0" such that some
variable x occurs more times in 'I' than in cr. By substituting
xl-! for x for large enough \I we may suppose that 'I' is of
greater length than o. Finally by substituting x for all
Therefore weThus
variables we conclude that e contains an equation of the form
xx+).. ~ x A with 1 -s; "",).. < w.
have proved that
(15) Th[AE] ~ {AEJ = I L Th[AE J.
"'''' "''''' -'l'$x,,, A<W """"x., A
The semigroup theories for all positive K, A < W form a
sublattice of ~[AE]. Moreover, it is not difficult to show that
~~
the function which for each (><,A) e (w~ (OJ) X (w~ (OJ) takes
the theory of unary algebras defined in (3) into
a lattice isomorphism. The leads to a complete description of
the sublattic~ of AI: 'B.
""""X,A
In view of this and (15) we would





The structure of the lattices (16) have been investigated by a
number of different authors. The structure of (16) for K = 1
and all positive A has been completely described by Nelson [ ];
for K = 2 and all positive A the same thing has been done
by Carlisle [70]. Nelson [ ] has also investigated the
structures of the interval lattices Xh[AE "AE, ,,]
...... ""K,II.. ...... "'K 111..
with
--
K < K' and A dividing A'. See also Schwabauer [69J, [69a],
and ( J. For a survey of all these results see ·Evans [71a]; also
some of them will be described in more detail in Section 2.5.
The lattices of extensions of some closely related theories
have been described: the theory of all commutative monoids by
Head [68] and the theory of all sernigroups with zero by carlisle
[70] and Nelson [71].
The situation changes radically when semigroup-theories which
fail to satisfr the commutative law are considered. However,
one result does carryover from the commutative case with only
slight modifications: by the same argument that led to (15) we
can show that
(17) Th[El ~ Th[Ta,AEl = I L < Th[BE ].
"" .......... '1.$:)(., A W """"X, >..
Thus, in analogy with the commutative case, the structure of
that
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theE] is intimately related to the structure of the lattices
~
lh [BE ]; however in opposition to the commutative case the
.... "\.0 XJ A
structure of these lattices are very complicated even for small
Rand 1- Among them only the structure of the simplest,
Zh[BL1 1] J has been completely determined; recall that the~~ ,
corresponding lattice in the commutative case, Xh[AE 1]' is
"'"",1,
a trivial 2-element lattice. Also while ~[AE1 2] has been
~~ .
completely described as noted above, we shall see in Section 2.5
~ [~.tl J 2] is in a sense as complex as any lattice can be.
The complete description of the lattice ~~~l,l) of
idempotent semi-group theories was carried out independently by
Biryukov [67], [70]. Fennemore [69], and Gerhard [70]. Earlier
Kimura [58] had described all theories of idempotent semiqroups
generated by equations with three variables; see also Kimura [S8a] and
Yamada [62). The description is based on a detailed analysis of the very
complex relation of B~, 1-derivability between equations.
'" "'.L,
The
argument is too complicated for us to give in detail, and we shall
only attempt to describe the main ideas. The proofs of the three
authors are basically the same but we shall follow Gerhard's
most closely.
Although much more complicated in detail the basic approach
to the problem is the same as for determining the structure of
the lattice of lmary theories employed in the proof of 2.3.1.
In particular every theory of idempotent semigroups is shown to
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be I-based relative to BE
....... ""1, 1
,
and the ~elation of BE -deri-
..... ""1, 1
vability between individual equations is completely described.
What results is a denumerable distributive lattice whose diagram
is given on an accompanying page.
At the top of the lattice is the a-element Boolean algebra
generated by the three complete theories or:~, m: ,and A'E1 l'............ " ....... -...r ............ ,
Each of these is listed below together with the single equation
which generates it relative to
Eq
..9.t t n ~.tlJ 1
E.tr n ~flJl
Next come the two theories
i}2 xy ~ xyx
Ii xy ~ yxy
For each K, 2 ~ x < w, we d~fine a binary relation
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Eq : x ~ y
1
~t [lE~r
xy l::lI X xy R1 y
.m:t n ~ll ~t n ~ll
xyz ~ xzy xzy '" zxy
•~2 ~2
zx
xy "'xyx xy '" yxy
E3
E3
xyz ~ xyxz xyz :::;, xzyz
E3
E3
xyz "'" xyzxz xyz R:I xzxyz
E3
E3










between terms such that two terms a,~ are in the relation just
is obtained from theEwheneverin case we have E € ~.tl,l
equation cr ~ ~ by identifying variables in such a way that E
contains fewer than x distinct variables. More precisely,
iff au (cr l=d 1') E BL1 1t:p "''''' ,
for every M' Va - [v •• , v )
...... 0" )<.-1
It is not difficult to see that '" is an equivalence relation
on terms and that cr '"V2 '1'
for all a, l' E Te, and
cr .....3,. iff a " "
is variable-uniform and a and
begin with the same variable and end with the same variable.
'.
Observe that all of the theories listed above with the exception
of are generated (relative to ~~1,1) by an
equation cr ~ 'I' such that cr ~3'1' (and a "'2'1'). Tamura [66]
showed that these nine theories constitute all the theories with
this property. Gerhard carries on in this direction to characterize
for each 3 ~ x < w, all theories with the property that
they can be generated by an equation 0 ~ f such that
(18) 0...... 'T and 0 ...... 'T.
'K+l 'K
It turns out that for each x ~ 3 there are exactly eight such
theories and each of them is generated (relative to ~~l,l) by
an equation which contains exactly 'K distinct variables in
addition to satisfying (18); such equations are called essential
in 'K-variables. Let us call a theory generated by such an equation
isomorphism the relation between the
on the diagram where we have labeled the
denoted on the diagram by
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an E -theory. The partial-ordering structures obtained by
~
restricting for each x the ordering of ::th[~~ll] to the eight
E -theories are all isomorphic. Furthermore, relative to this
~
E -theories and the
~
E 1-theories are the same for all k > 3. This is illustrated
~+
E - theorie B for
~
K = 3,4. In addition to the E -theories there is associated
~
with each x > 3 a pair of theories which fail to be generated
by any essential equation; there positions in the lattice are
i , t*.
~ ~
A generating equation for each E3-tbeory is also indicated _'
on the diagram. We now describe the general structural properties
characterizing these equations. Let R3 , or Rj, be the set of
all variable-uniform equations 0 ~ T such that the ordering of
variables by first, or last, occurrence in cr is the same as
the corresponding ordering in <. Take 53 to be the set of all
variable-uniform (J
'"
< € Eq such that (J,
'"
<i € ~~ll where1
(Ji is the shortest initial segment of (J which contains an
,
occurrence of every variable occurring in 0 and '1'. is the
1
corresponding segment of '1'. Finally, S* is the set of variable-3
uniform cr Rf T with are the
corresponding final segments of 0,'1', respectively.





you can take any member of
'" R
3
n '" Rj (= (V '" R3 ) n (V ..~ Rj) where V is the set of
all variable-uniform equations)
t~at is es~ential in x variables; for example, xyzx ~ xzyx.
The corresponding set for each of the other seven E3 -theories
is listed below together with a representative member.
R3 n ~ R* n
~ ~3 xyz '" xyxz3
R* n ~ R3 n ~ s* xyz '" xzyz3 3
R3 n R* '"
~ s3 n ~ s* xyz '" xyxzyz3 3
~ R* n s3 xyz ~ xyzxz.
. 3
~ R3 n s* xyz ~ xzxyz3
R* n s3 n ~ s· xyz F;j xyzxzyz3 3
R3 n S* n ~ s3 xyz F;:l xyxzxyz.3
It is easy to check that 83 S R3 and 53 S R3 ; also it can be
shown that 0' .......4"1' iff Hence the eight sets
listed above together include all equations essential in ~
variables. This is how it is proved that there are no more than
eiqht E3-theories.
The structural properties of the equations characterizing
the equations which generate the theories t t* for
,,' "
x ~ 3 and
the Ex-theories for x > 3 are similar to those defining R3 ,Rj,
53' and 53 but become progressively more complicated as K
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increases. We will not describe them here and only remark that
they are based on the solution of the decision problem for the
theory ~~ll given by Green-Reea (52] and Bi~ov [63Jj this
will be discussed in Chapt~r 4.
This completes our description of the I-based members of
Th[~~l]. It ~nly remains to aheM' that every extension 9 of
e is finitelyIt is easy to show thatI-based.is~!Cll
based, for suppose it was not. If it has an irredundant base,
then there would be an infinite set of pair~ise incomparable
I-based members of Xh[~k.ll]; on the other hand, if e does not
have an irredundant base, then it is easy to see that ~[~~llJ ~
must have an infinite ascending change of I-based theories.
But one sees immediately from the diagram that neither of these
two conditions hold. Thus 8 is finitely based; the proof
that it is I-based depends on the analysis of the Bl:1 1-deriva-~~ ,
bility relation between equations described above.
We have seen from the discussion of this and the preceding
section that a considerable amount of research has been done on
properties of equationally complete theories, i.e., on dual atoms
in the lattices ~(8] for various theories 8. More recently
there has been considerable interest in the properties of dual
atoms in the interval Zh[8,1] where t is a proper extension
of 8; if Y is a dual atom of this lattice we say that y is
".
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covered by t and write Y < i.
By the same argument used to show that every theory 8 has
at least one complete extension we can prove that, for' every
theory 8 and every proper extension i of a that is finitely
based relative to it, there exists an extension of 8 covered
by ~. McKenzie [71] has shown that, if e = Ta, then the con-
dition that t be finitely based (relative to 8) can be
dropped, i.e., that every theory different from Ta covers at
least one theory. This result will be proved in the next section,
and in Section 2.7 we will present some general results concerning
the number of theories covered by a given theory. It turns out
also that the condition that t be finitely based can also be
dropped in case a is any of the theories G,P, or h, i.e., any~ ~ ..,
proper extension of the theory of all groups, all rings, or all
lattices covers a theory of the same kind. For e = 4,. this
was proved by Jonsson [67].
Theorem 2.3.7. Let e be any theory satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) XhlaJ is modular;
(ii) a = Th[lll: II€MOa, II finite};
(iii) Xh [Thllll is finite for every finite il € MOe.
Then for each 0 € Thlal ~ [a} there exists a y € Th[al such
that y < o.
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Assume f € ThCel ~ (e). Then by (ii) there exists a
finite ~ such that
(19) !I € Moe and Il i MOf.
Consider the lattice intervals
1h[f nThll, f], 1h [Thll, t VTh!l] •
These intervals are transposes and thus isomorphic by (i)j
cf. Birkhoff [67], p.14. By (ii) and the second formula of
(19) the second interval is finite and contains at least two
members. Thus the first interval contains a dual atom ~,
i.e., ~ < i. Finally the first interval is included in
Xh[8] because of the first formula of (19); in particular
~ € Th [ej •
"
Theorem 2.3.8. Assume e is either Gj P, 2E. A.~ ~ '" Then
the conclusion of Theorem 2.3.7 holds.
is congruen~e-distributiveand and
are both congruence-modular. Thus 2.3.7(i) holds in all three
cases. That 2.3.7(ii) holds in all three cases is well known;
for instance, see Magnus-Karrass-Solitar [66], p.116, Problem 24C)
in the case of groups.
We now ccmsider 2.3.7 (iii). Let if be a finite model of a.
If e = k, then by 2,1.7(ii) HSP~ contains only finitely many
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subdirectly irreducible lattices and, since every subvariety
of HSP~ is generated by its subdirectly irreducible members,
2.3.7(iii) is established for e = ~. In case e = G the proof
~
is similar except that the role of a subdirectly irreducible
group is played by that of a critical group. A group is called
critical if it is finite and does not belong to the variety
generated by it proper factors (see the remarks following 2.1.7).
A variety K is called locally finite if every finitely generated
member of K is finite. It is not difficult to show that every
locally finite variety of groups is generated by its critical
members; cf. H. Neumann [67J, p. 149, 51.41. But Oates-Powell
[64] have shown that every variety generated by a single finite
group can contain only a finite number of critical groups; see also H.
Neumann [67], p. 151, 52.11. Since such a variety and every
subvariety is obviously locally finite we get 2.3.7(iii) for
the group case; the same result for ring follows by an analogous
argument; see Kruse [73], [ ]. This gives the theorem.
In Chapter 4 we will treat some of the group and ring-
theoretical results quoted about in more detail.
It is a open problem, first raised by Evans [7la], whether
or not the conclusion of 2.3.7 holds when e = E. On the other
~
hand, we do not know of any example of a consistent theory B
for which the conclusion of 2.3.7 fails to hold. Related to
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this is the problem of which theories e satisfy condition
2.3.7(iii). We have observed that as a consequence of 2.1.7(ii)
it holds whenever e is congruence-distributive; it is an open
problem whether this condition on e can be eliminated entirely
or whether it can be replaced by the weaker condition that e
is congruence-modular. The only general result along these lines
is the following theorem of Scott [56].
Theorem 2.3.9. If m is a finite alqebra, then ThW has
only finitely many complete extensions.
Each complete extension of Th~ is the theory of some
$ € HSP~ generated by two elements. But m is a homomorphic
image of the free algebra t5 over {ll J with two free generators.
It is easy to see that 0 is isomorphic to a finite Cartesian
power of ~ and hence is itself finite; cf. the remarks at the
end of Section 1.3. Since ~ can have only finitely many non-
isomorphic homomorphic images, ThfU can have only finitely
many complete extensions.
It is obvious how the above argument can be generalized to
show that, if 2.1 is finite and e is and extension of Th9J
such that e is the theory of those of its models which are
generated by ~ R elements for Bome fixed R < w, then e can
cover at most finitely many extensions of Th2.l; it is open whether
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not every extension of e has this property. This would of
course be the case if 2.3.7(iii) held for every theory e.
As mentioned in Section 2.1 the result of Jonsson [67] given
here as Theorem 2.1.5 has given strong impetus to the study of
the structure of the lattice of lattice-~heories. One consequence
of it we have already seen: every lattice-theory different from
~ covers another lattice-theory. This suggests that one might
approach the study of ~[k] starting at the top of the lattice
and working down by determining at each level the theories
covered by the theories at that level, and in this way passing
to the next level. One is encouraged in this approach by the
fact that 1n opposition to the case for most other familiar
theories, of groups, rings, and semigroups for example, each of
the first three levels is already known to include only finite
many theories (Eq is counted as the first level).
As we have previously observed the theory of distribu-
tive lattices is the only theory covered by Eg. ~~ in turn covers
just two theories, the theory M3 of the non-distributive modular
lattice ~3 of height 2 and width 3 which is often referred to
in the literature as the diamond, and the theory NS of the
S-element non-modular lattice ~S.
~3 ~4 ~3,3
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This is an immediate consequence of the well known result
that every non-distributivl~ lattice includes either ~ or !ItS
as a sublattice; see Birkhoff [67], p. 13, Theorem 12 and p. 39,
Theorem 13.
Because of the distributivity of Xh[~l both M3 and N5




" Also, since ~5 is a sublattice of
every non-modular lattice, M n NS is covered by ~Ii where ~Il
is the theory of all modular lattices. For the same reason every
theory covered by M3 that is different from MJ n NS is a
theory of modular lattices, i.e., is a dual atom of the interval
Jonsson [68J showed that there are exactly two
of these theories: the theory M4 of the 5-element modular
lattice ~4 of height 2 and width 4 and the theory M3 ,3 of
the 8-element modular lattice ~ of height 3 and width 4
-3,3
This result is a consequence of the following theorem. By the
height of a lattice ~ we mean the least upper bound of the
lengths of all chains in l; also for any terms T,cr we write
T < cr as an abbreviation for the equation 'I' + cr ~ cr·
Theorem 2.3.10. For any variety K of modular lattices
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ~,3 i K;
(ii) every member of K is a subdirect prOd1.Lct of sub-
lattices of height < 2·
- '
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(iii) the inclusion x (y + w) (z + w) :::; y + xz + xw holds in
each member of K.
The core of the proof is contained in the proof that (i)
implies (ii). Let ! be any subdirectly irreducible modular
lattice of height 3. To establish the implication it clearly
suffices to prove that ~ is a homomorphic image of some
-3,3
sublattice £' of £. Let a O < a 1 < a 2 < a 3 be any chain
of length 3 in £. It is well known that any two (non-trivial)
intervals of a subdirectly irreducible modular lattice possess
subintervals that are projective. It follows easily from this
that some subinterval [x,y] of (a1 ,a2 ] is projective to sub-
intervals of both [aO,a1] and [a 2 ,a3]. Starting from this
point Jonsson [68] is able to prove by an intricate analysis of
the relation of projectivity between intervals in subdirectly
irreducible modular lattices that [x,y] transposes down into
an upper interval of some diamond and up onto a lower interval
sublattice.
of some other diamond, i.e.,
that ~ contains ~' as a
Clearly ~ is a
homomorphic image of ~.
That (ii) implies (iii)
is proved by Birnply checking
that in every modular lattice of
height ~ 2 the inclusion of (iii)
.1:'
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is identically satisfied. Finally, that (iii) implies (i)
is obvious since the inclusion of (iii) ~ails to hold in ~,3'
This theorem says that th.. set Th [~Ii! of all modular
lattice-theories can be decompo$ed into th~ disjoint union of a






= ~MA !X·(Y+zw). (z+w) ~ y+xz+xw] •
~
Furthermore, 2.3.10 tells us that M is the theory of all
W
subdirectly irreducible modular lattices of height $ 2. Now
these lattices are easy to describe. They are all finite and






by 2.1.7(ii) (see in particular the remarks following) these
,
lattices determine a strictly decreasing chain of theories
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where M coincides with the intersection of the chain. Further-
UJ
more, it follows from 2.1.7(i) that these theories constitute all
extensions of M so that the lattice th[M]
UJ UJ
is an infinite
chain of type 1 + w*.
The modular lattice-theories covered by M3 are now easily
determined. It is easy to see that
































The weaker result that
theory covered by M3 must be
2.1.7(iil. By 2.3.10 any other
~; thus
contained in Th[M] and we have
UJ
already seen that M4 is the
members of HS~ 3
,
of a single finite algebra that are covered by M3
obtained by Gratzer [66].
was first
Jonsson [68) gives some other consequences of 2.3.10; for
instance, for each x with 3 < K < w, M covers precisely
~
two members of and
The problem of which lattice theories are covered by NS
has been attaCked by a number of authors including, Stephen Comer,
K.B. Lee, and Ralph McKenzie. So far sixteen distinct theories
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covered by NS have been found and each of these theories is
the theory of a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice; these
lattices are described in McKenzie [72] and in Section 2.6 below.
It is still an open question whether or not any other lattice-
theories are covered by N ; it is even open whether N5 covers~ ~
only finitely many lattice theories. McKenzie [72] however has
obtained results that bear considerably on this problem. For
example, he has shown how the proble~ of proving that no lattice-
theory other than one of the sixteen mentioned above is covered
by NS can be reduced to that of proving that two well specified
equations are derivable from a certain infinite but effectively
generated list of equations. This result is but one consequence
of a profound investigation undertaken by McKenzie of the
phenomena, which we have already observed in the case of Xh[~~],
of a lattice of lattice-theories being split into the. disjoint
union of a principal ideal and a principal dual ideal. These
investigations will be reported on in deta~l in Section 2.6 below.
As a consequence of Jonsson's Theorem, 2.1.5, the structure
of the lattice of extensions of any lattice theory which is
generated by its finite subdirectly indecomposable models is
effectively determined as soon all these particular models are;
this is the main reason Jonsson's theorem is such a powerful tool
in the investigation of the structure of Xh[~]. We saw how this
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result was applied in the discussion following 2.3.10 to cam-
pletely describe the lattice 1h[M]. For other results along
w
these lines see Day [ ), Lakser [71), Lee [70), Monk [ J, and
Nemitz~aley [71).
We have seen that for arbitrary theories e the property of
an extension t of e that it cover another extension of 8
has been extensively studied. The dual property of t that it
be covered by ~ny other theory (necessarily an extension of 8)
has been studied very little. The only results in this area
seem to be that practically all the familiar theories e fail
to have this dual property, i.e., that the lattice ~[e] is
atomless. This is true in particular when B is the theory
of all semigroups, groups, rings, loops, and lattices, and when
e = Tar for any type I containing at least an- operation symbol
of positive rank. Actually] for e~ery one of these theories B
it turns out that Xh[B,t] is infinite for each proper extension
t of B. These results will be discussed in more detail in
Section 2.6.
section 2.4. Definability in the Lattices ~I·
From the discussion of the last two sections, in particular
Theorem 2.2.1, it would appear that for any two binary or
bi-unary types I and J the two lattices ~I and ~J are
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undistinguishable on the basis of how the covering relation behaves
near the top of the lattices. However, by looking at a stronger
covering relation, which he calls hereditary covering, McKenzie
[71 has been able to distinguish these lattices in all cases
except when I and J differ only in a trivial sense. In the
course of his investigations McKenzie also obtains some very
interesting results on first-order definable sets of theories.
We now state the main result of McKenzie [71]. Recall
that the two lattices lb.r and ~J are elementary equivalent
iff they have the same first-order theories; obviously, isomorphic
lattices are elementarily equivalent.
Theorem 2.4.1. ~ I and J be any two types (possibly
infinite and not necessarily binary or bi-unary). Then the
following three conditions are eguivalent:
,
(i) :J11I and :t1'1J are isomorphic;
(ii) for each )(. < w the sets of )I,,-ary operation symbols
~n I and J respectively are of the same cardinality,
Furthermore, if either I ~ J is finite, then both (i) and




Observe that this result is in exact opposition to the result





McKenzies method of proof is strictly combinatoriai in nature,
using 2.1.1 and ideas similar to those found in the proofs of
2.1.2 and 2.1.3. But his argument is much more complex than any
of the combinatorial arguments we have seen so far and we will
not be able to present it in its entirety. However we will give
an outline of the proof and treat some parts of it in detail; in
this way we hope to give the reader at least some appreciation
of the ingenuity of McKenzie's method. At several points in a
careful proof of 2.4.1 the argument is complicated by the fact
that operations symbols of very small rank must be treated separately.
In order not to obscure the main ideas we shall systematically
avoid such distinctions.
Unless otherwise noted throughout the following discussion
I will be assumed to be a fixed but arbitrary type.
consistent with the remarks following the proof of 2.1.4
variable-uniform equations play an important part in the proof.
For any term T let reT) be the set of,all variable-uniform
equations of type I of the form
su 'I' l':::l au 'I'
q> ~
where ~ and yare any two permutations of the set Va of
all variables; let ~(T) be the set of all equations a l':::l p
such that either cr = p or or does not contain as a subterm any
substitution instance of either 0 or p. Thus
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(1) A(.) = {a .. P
This set is a theory since it i8 obviously closed under
substitution and replacement. Furthermore, the set
(2) 9(.) = A(.) u r (.)
ie aleo a theory. To eee this eq~~ese A(.) U r(.) F P .. ~
and let °0,01"", ax be a sequence of terms such that
•
9(.); in
If 01 <5 T for anyone of the ~ ~ x, then 01 ~ T
A ~ x since this, property i8 clearly preserved by
for all
--
particular, p and ~ would have the property and hence
p ~ ~ € A(T) C 8(T) by definition. We assume therefore that
Ox <5 T for all 1 ~ X, ~nd this clearly implies
(3)
A ~ X, then it foltCMB immediately from
in particular, •There-c 9(.).
are identical;aX
A(.)
that all of the
and hence
T '\ aX for anyone
.
definition of =1'( '1')
If
the
fore, we may assume finally that of the aX' and in particular
P and ~, contain a substitution instance of • and vice-
versa. But it is clear that this means that both P and ~
differ from • only by a change of variables. Thus, since
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p ~ rr is variable-uniform by (3) I we finally obtain that
p ~ rr e r(~} c 8(T). Hence 8(T) is indeed a theory.
As an example consider 1 = QvOOv1v1" Then reT) consists of
all equations of the form
QxQyy ~ QxQyy or QxQyy ~ QyQxx
Where x and yare distinct variables; 6(T) consists of all
equations a 0 ~ a 1 where a>.. with A = 0 J 1 either contains
more than two occurrences of Q or is one of the following
forms:
".
QxQxx, QQxyz , QQxxz , QQxyy, QQxxx .
Observe that, if T is a variable, then
e(,) = A('I = [x ~ x xEva)U[O"P a,p E Te ...... va].
Let T be an arbitrary term again and let ~ be any suh-
group of the group of all permutations of the variables occurring
in T; we consider each ~ EGa transformation of Va by
setting ~(x) = x for each variable x, not occurring in T.
Let
(4) rro(') = [su , ~ su ,~ <p x tp,X E G};
Notice that r~(,) = r(,) when ~ is the group of all
permutations of the variables of T. By an argument entirely
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analqous to that used above to show 8(~) is a theory we
establish
Theorem 2.4.2. 9~(1) = r~(1) U 6(1) is a theory for every
,. € Te and every group QJ of permutations of the variables
of T. conversely, for every i € Th[6("),8(T)] we have
t = a~(") for some group ~ of permutations of the variables
of '1'.
corollary 2.4.3. For every 1 E~, 2h[6(1),9(1)] is
isomorphic to the symmetric group on x letters where M. is
the number of distinct variables occurring in 1'.
Thus two operation symbols Q and P of different ranks
~ and A, respectively, are distinguishable by the fact that
the associated lattice intervals
. .
are not isomorphic and, since both are finite, are not even
.elementarily equivalent. It is now clear that this will imply
the conclusion of Theorem 2.4.1 if it can be proved that, for
each type I and each x < w, the binary relation on ThI
(5) (< 6(Ov ••• v 1)' 9(OvO' ooV 1) >o K- K- o E 1,0 of rank ~)
is definable in the lattice :>!hI' By (5) being definable we
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with twomean that there exists a first-order formula 'P
x
free variables such that ~K is satisfied by theories t,
, in XhI just in case < i,~ > is contained in (5).
McKenzie's proof of this fact is long and depends on a number
of difficult lemmas. We shall state one of the key lemmas
and give its proof; it is typical of the type of argument
McKen~ie use3 in his paper.
.
A theory a is said to hereditarily cover another theory
" in symbols • "'a8, if .<8 and • n ~ < 8 n V for every
theory ~ such that • n ~ F 8 n V; clearly the set of all
pairs i, e such that i< e is first-order definable in ~.H
" For any term
cr = SU 'I' for
'P
'T let E be the set of all terms a such that
T
•some permutation ~ of va. Finally let
(J -< 1 or
S
(6 ) OtT) = [0 '" P 0= p or a,P E: E 1 }
It is easy to see that 0(1) is a theory. Observe that
8(T) E OtT) and that E E O(T) ~ 8(T) if and only if one side
of E differs from T only by a change of variables and the
other side either has the same form, but contains a variable
different from the first side, or has the property that no
substitution instance of it occurs as a subterm of 1.
Theorem 2.4.3. 8(1)<HO(1) for every 1 e Te.
We must prove that, for any ~ E 0 (T) such that • IE: 8 (T).
we have i n 8(1) -< i,
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i.e., for every pair of equations E,E' € t ~ 9(.),.
(7) E' E a[(E) u (I n aCT) )].
~
Since E € OCT) ~ 8(T) we must have E = (T' ~~) where either
l' or Tr, say 1', differs from T only by a change of variables
and either
(8)
or 7r also differs from T only by a change of variables but
contains a variable not in 'r'. By substituting for this
variable in the latter case we can conclude that
(9 ) T '" ,.. E a[E] f; 1
~ •
..
Where 7r satisfies condition (8).
Since also E' E o(r) ~ 8(T) we have by a" similar argument
that
(10) a[T '" ""J = a[E'] c 1
~ ~
Where either (8) with 7r replaced by Tr' holds, or, for some
permutation ~ of va,
(11) Tr'=su'l'.
'l'
Assume for the time being that the former case holds. Then
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rr ~ rr' E A(T) C 8(1) and hence rr ~ rr' € t n 8(T) since
. .
1 ~ rr, f ~ rr' E t. Then from (9) we obtain • '" IT' E e[(E] U (I n e(.))]
~
and then finally, from (10), we get (7). Thus we assume now
that (11) holds for some permutation ~ of Va.
From (10) and (11) we have or F::J SU l' e I and combining
'l'
this with (9) gives 7rl':'Surret.
'l'
Thus, by (8), 1r Rl su 7r E
'l'
1 n e(.) .
Finally, this result together with (9) implies
• "'su' E e[(E] U (I n e(.))].
'l' ~
But the equation in this formula is just E' by (II). Hence
(7) holds and the theorem is proved.
Let Q be any operation symbol and let ~ be rank of Q
(R = 0 is a possibility). Then it is easy to check that
O(Qv ... v 1) = e(v
o
) = (a", p
o ~-
a = p or a,p e Te ~ va}.
So by theorem 2.4.3, S(QVo"'V R_1 ) <H O(Qvo"'v K_1 ) for every
operation symbol Q. Furthermore, Devo) = Fq so that, again
by 2.4.3,
"' EH McKenzie completes the description
of the hereditary covering relation at the top of Xh by provi~g
the following: (1) besides e(v
o
) the only theory here-
ditarily covered by Eq is the theory t of all variable-
uniform equations; (II) only S(v
o
) n w is hereditarily
",
covered by w; and ..... (III) S(v
o
) ntis the only theory besides
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the e(ovo, ... ,v~_l) that 1s hereditarily covered by 6(vO)'
Thus the top three levels of the hereditary covering relation
..
in ~ are completely described; see the diagram where I = (0,0,0," J'"
and for simplicity we write e(Q) for B(Qvo"'v
x
_ 1)' etc.
e (0) e(o' )
e(v )
e(0' .) ...
This result leads immediately to the definability of the set
of all theories of the form 8(QvO... Vx._l) with 0 € I. Mc-
Kenzie then proceeds to analyze the structure of the hereditary
covering relation below each of the e(ov ... v 1)o ~- and then
are all first-
uses the results to construct a first-order formula of the
language of lattices that characterizes the relation (3). In
this way Theorem 2.4.1 is established.
Using the same type of argument discussed above McKenzie
[7Ia) proves the following remarkable result.
Theorem 2.4.4. f,~, and ~[QvOvl ~ OvlVo]
order definable elements of ZhI Where I is the tyPe of
semiqroups, lattices, and qroupoids, respectively.




6A, G, and the theory of all Boolean algebras are definable.
~ ~
• •By an argument different than that used by McKenz~e, Jezek
[71a] has been able to show that i. a definable
'.
element in the lattice of all groupoid theories; this will be
discussed in Section 2.6.
McKenziels success in being able to define all these
theories has led him to make an interesting conjecture which
we now describe.
Recall the notions of a definition p of a type I
in a theory e and of the definitional equivalence of two
theories given in Section 1.5. Let I be a fixed type and
let p and ~ be definitions of I in Tal such that Tar
is definitionally equivalent to itself by p and F. It is
easy to see that there must exist a rank preserving permutation
~ of I and a function ~ from r into the set of permutations
of finite ordinals such that for each Q € I
p(Q) = cpQV () ••• V ()'-1)
, "Q 0 "Q
proof of 1.5.1.
Where A is the rank. of Q; compare the remark follOW'ing the
By 1.5.3 and the remark following it el p
induces an automorphism of Xh
r
. McKenzie [71a] states that
he has not been able to find an automorphism of :thI that is
..
not induced by some definition p of I in by which
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Tar is definitionally equivalent to itself and poses the
existence of such an automorphism as an open problem.
..
Obviously a theory of type I cannot be distinguished by
an elementary property from any image of it under an auto-
morphism of Xh10 It is conjectured in op. cit. that for
finitely based theories (i.e., compact elements of XhI ) the
converse is true: for each finitely based theory e the Bet
of all theories w such that ~ is an image of e under
is definable; in particular,n>
I
every finitely based theory that is fixed by each automorphism
some automorphism of
is definable. This conjecture has not yet been verified.
Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 have interesting consequences
for categories of algebras and homomorphisms, some of which
.'
are new. For each type I let C be the category whoseI
objects are algebras of type I and whose morphisInS are
homomorphisms between these algebras. W. Neumann [ ] proves
that for any two types I and J the categories and CJ
are isomorphic if and only if I and J are essentially
the same in the sense of 2.4.l(ii). Neumann's results actually
apply to types admitting operations of infinite rank but in
their restriction to finitary types they can be easily inferred
from Theorem 2.4.1.
The category-theoretical analogue of 2.4.3 is also of
••
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interest. It is not difficult to show that, if e is a first-
order definable element of ~, then MoB is a first-order
I
definable set of objects of C
r
, Thus from 2.4.3 it follows
that the full varieties of semigroups, lattices, and commutative
groupoids are all definable in e
r
; by the remarks following
2.4.3 the same applies to the full varieties of commutative
semigroups, distributive lattices, and groups.
In the final portion of this section we shall prove that
every non-trivial theory covers at least one theory; Cf. the
remarks preceding 2.3.7. The following theorem is due to
McKenzie [7ia].
Theorem 2.4.5. Let I be an arbitrary type and * E ThI
that
Then there exists a K < W and such
Let
r = (u lJ E Tel.' (J ~ P E if for some p € Tel '" ((J}}
Choose any T E r with the property that, for every a E r,
if (1 <5 T, then a = su T for some permutation ~ of Va.
'l'
..
It is easy to see that such a T always exists; for example,
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Recall the definitions of ~(1), 8(T) and OCT) given
in (1), (2), and (6), respectively. It i5 clear that
v c 0(") and vE 6 (") •
If V E e(") , then by 2.4.3 we have •n e(") < •• In thisH
case we can take ~ = 0 and ~ = •




c e(") . In this case the following relativized
version of 2.4.2 can be established in the same way the original
version was; recall the definition of re(f) given in (4).
(12)
group .~ of permutations of the variables of r
such that r~(~) c ,. Conversely, every theory
Let
in Th [V n 6 ("), e(") ]
Borne ~.
is of the form e (")
III
for
(13) Ii»)(. C @x.-l C •.• C QlO C 5:l
a chain of maximal length such that fill ("), ••• ,flll (f) ,f~(") c~ 0
Wand set
For A. ~ x. Notice that since (12) is maximal we must have
.'
.,
~ = (~ n 6 (.» u
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and thus
Observe also that ~ consists of the identity permutation
x
only so that • = ~ n 6 (')
x
and that is a minimal
proper subgroup of the group of all permutations
and hence is generated by each one of the non-identity
permutations contained in it. But in view of (13) this means
that for any pair of non-tautological equations E,6 E r~ (~),
x-l
E and 6 are (w n ~(~»- interderivable; this implies of

















Problem 2.1. Is it true that every algebraic lattice with
a compact unit is isomorphic to a lattice of theories XhI [9]
for some t~ I and some theory e of type 11
The question of characterizing the class of lattices
isomorphic to some Xh
I
[8] was raised by Mal'cev [68]. The
particular conjecture fOrmulated in the above problem is due
•
to Ralph McKenzie. Cf.
remarks.
(1) of Section 2.1 and the following
Problem 2.2. Find an intrinsic characterization of
the class of all lattices isomorphic to a lattice XhI
for some type I.
This problem appears as problem 32, p. 194, inGratzer
[68]; Cf. (2) of Section 2.l.and the following remarke.




e, ~ € Th[Gl
~
or e,~ € Th[OOl
~
such that e n ~
fails to be finitely based?
Cf. (4) of Section 2.1 and the remarks following it.
Problem 2.4. Does there exist a continuum nurober of




This problem originates with Evans [71]. See the
remarks following Theorem 2.2.4.




Compare Theorem 2.3.2 and the discussion following it.
Problem 2.6. Let 8 be a theory with the property that
every semi-complete extension of 8 has a unique representation
as the intersection of a finite set of complete theories. Is
e necessarily a partial Boolean Ring?
By Theorem 2.3.2 the answer to this question is positive
when Xh[i] is modular. Notice that a positive solution to
this problem implies a positive solution to Problem 2.5.
Problem 2.7. Do semi complete theories exist which fail
to have a unique representation as an intersection of a finite
set of complete theories? In particular, do complete theories
exist such that
'0'\
from both to and • ?
1
wo·n '1 has a complete extension different
",
".
Problem 2.8. Do there exist theories s,t such that
e c i and Xh[S,i] fails to have any dual atoms; in particular,
~ e be taken to be
This problem with e = E originates with Evans [7la].
~
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Cf. the remarks following 2.3.8.
Problem 2.9. Does there exist a finite algebra whose
theory has an infinite number of extensions? Does there eXist
a finite model of a congruence-modular theory with this property?
problem 2.10. Does there exist a t:fll" I and an auto
morphism of :D1l that fails to be induced by el for somep
definition p of I in Tal by ..nich Tal is definitionally
equivalent to itself?
See the remarks following 2.4.4. This problem and the, next
one originate with McKenzie [71J.
Problem 2.11. Let I be any type and e any finitely
based theory of type I. Is it true that the set of all
theories t such that f is an image of e under some
automorphism of Xh
r
is definable? In particular, is every
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73 11 Replace lines 9, 10, 11 by the following:
"This leads to an intrinsic characterization of 1
the first-order analogues of the lattices 1
:rh
r
[6) as algebraic lattices whose set of com- i
pact elements form a Boolean algebra. They have i
also been intrinsically characterized by Tarski [37J "1
-2-
-,
PAGE LINE REPLACE BY
..
81 3B exists exist
89 10 This Their common
93 8 Replace lines 8, 9, 10 by the following:
"other side. We may assume that
a variaple y different from x
it obvious that x ~ y E 26 [E]
tains at least one variable let
cp' x = Y J and cp.z = y, cp' z = x







93 11 Raise up " sUcp' Er - x "8
93 12 Replace "then" by:
"Let Cj>: = x cp' z = y for all z E Va . Then u,
93 14 ,g [f U [ E) J 2 s[ E] <.
93 13 Raise up " su E ~ Y "cp' r 8
-
.
97 12 subseptible susceptible
102 7B domain field
105 11 are is
106 6 2.24 2.2.4
110 5 f E
115 6 Insert after "theory" the following:
"for the last theory this wa s done in the
remarks after 2.2.1."
117 lOB system systems
118 5B sublattices lattices
120 3 R "j(

























Replace this line by the following:
"finite set (of not necessarily complete theories)
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